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INTRODUCTION 

This booklet, which succeeds former versions of Roadcraft, has 
been prepared by police officers and embodies the knowledge and 
experience gained through years of driving under all conditions. 

Accidents, with rare exceptions, do not occur at any given times 
and places, but rather in widely scattered areas and at all times of 
the day alid night. Comparatively few of these incidents can be 
directly attributed to anyparlicular road feature or vehicle defect, 
but it is found that in nine cases Qut of ten the cause of the accident 
can be traced to the failure of the' human element' of the person 
or persons concerned. 

The aim of the following chapters is to raise the reader's standard 
of driving to the highest possible degree of all-round effitJiency. A 
vehicle can be a lethal weapon and, like a gun, it should be handled 
with care; the advice which follows is not intended to reduce the 
pleasure to be gained from driving, in fact the opposite is true, the 
more confLdence and knowledge at a driver's disposal, the greater is 
his capacity for enjoying and taking pride in his driving. Furthermore, 
if the reader follows this advice he may one day save somebody's 
life-perhaps his own. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The 
Physical and Mental Requirenlents 

of a Driver 

Object 0/ Chapter 

1. The object of this Chapter is to help the driver to realise the need 
for a high degree of physical and mental fitness in order to drive a 
motor vehicle according to the highest standards of skill, safety and 
consideration for other users of the road. 

2. The law's requirements in this matter are not exacting and apart 
from specific cases an applicant for a driving licence or renewal of 
a licence is not required to undergo a medical examination. 

3. Nevertheless, the average driver will find that he becomes aware 
of many contingencies through his ability 1;0 hear and recognise 
various sounds when driving a motor vehicle. Good vision, good 
hearing and a good standard of health all have an essential bearing 
on the power of concentration so necessary in present-day driving. 

4. CONCENTRATION. The reactions to happenings seen and heard 
take place in the brain, which is the centre of control of all thought 
and action. To perfect control in any human activity, the ability to 
concentrate is necessary. 

5. Concentration may be defined as the full application of mind 
and body to a particular endeavour, to the complete exclusion of 
everything not relevant to that endeavour. 

6. The power to concentrate exists in everyone; but few can con
centrate sufficiently to drive a motor car with complete mastery in 
all circumstances. 

7. A high standard of concentration nay be achieved by any driver 
by his own enthusiastic effort and by self-discipline. Self-discipline 
involves self-criticism, followed by an. earnest endeavour to improve 
one's control of thoughts and actions. 
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8. With the aid of VISION, HEARING, GE~ERAL FITNESS and 
CONCENTRATION a driver will be able to exerCIse good J UDG MENT, 

which is the ability to distinguish between right and wrong, good 
and bad, safe and unsafe. < 

9. Moreover, he must be able to formulate a safe drivin~ plan for 
every circumstance on the road, and then carry that plan wto effect 
with DELIBERATION. 

10. To do this his muscular systen1 n~ust. be in ~~od condition, for 
when driving, the movements of the ltmbs exerclsmg control of the 
vehicle must be sure and accurate. 

Driver Reaction Tillie 

11. Driver reaction time may be defined as the time .that passes 
between the moment a driver observes the need for actton and the 
moment he takes that action. 

12. The action may be to change the course of the c.ar by steering, 
to make it go faster by accele~'ati~n or slowe~ by brakl11g. Tl:e~e ma~ 
also be the need for a comblJ1atlOn of steerll1g and accelel atton 01 

braking. 
13. Reaction time is of major importance when .applied to braking. 
For example, a driver should be capable of reactmg to aI~ eme.rgency 

stop by braking in two-thirds of a second. In that p~nod, I.e. t~e 
period elapsing from his seeing the need to stop to the time he apph?s 
his foot-brake hard, the car, if travelling at 30.miles an hour,. wIll 
have covered approximately 30 feet without losll1g any appreclab~e 
speed. TillS distance is called the THINKING DISTANCE and IS 

referred to as such in the Highway Code. 

14. The Thinking Distance will vary in three ways: (~:). with the 
speed of the car ; (b) with the physical and men,tal con~ltto;t .of the 
driver; and (c) with the degree of concentratIon !le IS gnrmg to 

driving. 

]5. The ability to react quickly can deteriorate in several way.s. 
Undue worry, fatigue, iUness and the effects of alcohol an~ certam 
drugs are well-known causes of lack of mental and physIcal well-

being. 

16. To maintain his mental and physic~l c.~r;ditiol1, the av~rage 
driver should live a normal and regular lIfe and be moderate In all 
things; he need do nothing more. 

q 
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17. Every driver should be aware of his reaction time and in the case 
of a person with an abnormally long reaction time it is recommended 
that !lome simple exercise should be taken to help: co-ordinate the 
limbs and eyes. 

Tell Commalldments of lvfotOl'lilg 

(1) KNOW THE HIGHWAY CODE BY HEART AND PUT IT INTO 
PRACTICE 

18. The Highway Code is the road users' Bible and by adhering to 
its precepts you will do much to make our highways safe and more 
pleasant for aH. 

19. Issued under the authority of Parliament, the Highwa.y Code 
sets forth rules by which all classes of road users are encouraged to 
govern their road behaviour. This fact must be borne in mind when 
giving advice to any member of the public on the proper use of the 
highway. 

Drive according to the Highway Code and you will drive safely and 
well. 

(2) CONCENTRATE ALL THE TIME AND YOU WILL AVOID 
ACCIDENTS 

20. Concentration is the keystone of all good driving. It is a primary 
duty, but often a neglected one. Complete concentration will enable 
you to see and take notice of every detail. It is often the smallest 
detail that gives the clue to what will probably happen. If you mISS 
such a detail, an accident, or at least an unpleasant experience, may 
result. 

21~ Concentration wiII also ensure skilful handling of your car and 
will prevent bad gear changes and late and fierce braking. It will 
practically do away with involuntary skids, which are usually caused 
by the locking of the wheels by fierce braking on bad surfaces. 

COllcentration assists allticipatlon. 

(3) THINK BEFu'RE ACTING 

22. The theory that a good driver drives automatically is a fallacy. 
To the uninitiated he may appear to, but the truth is that by con
tinually concentrating and thinking he has raised driving tp an art. 

23. Every corner, bend, gear change, in fact, every driving operation, 
is a problem which. like every o'ther problem, can only be solved by 
thinking. 
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24. A thouahtfuI driver carries out every operation or manreuvre in 
plenty of ti~e and, consequently, is in the h~p~y positiop. of being 
able to accelerate' from danger or stop to aVOId It. 

Think and avoid accidents. 

(4) EXERCISE RESTRAINT AND 'HOLD BACK' WHEN 

NECESSARY 

25. To 'hold back' is to follow at a safe distance a preceding 
vehicle which you eventually intend to overtake, until you see the 
road ahead is clear for a sufficient distance to allow you to overtake 
with safety. This will call for the utmost restraint, especially when 
driving a fast car, but never be tempted to o.vertake .or carry out any 
other manreuvre unless it can be accomphshed With 100 per cent 
safety. 

26. By exercising restraint you automatically eliminate any tende~cy 
to impede other drivers by pulling in too quickly after overtakmg, 
an action often referred to as • cutting-in '. 

A good maxim is • Whenever in doubt, hold back '. 

(5) DRIVE WITH DELIBERATION AND OVERTAKE AS QUICKLY 
AS POSSIBLE 

27. Good driving continually calls for the making of quick and 
correct decisions, all of which must be carried out with deliberation. 

28. Overtaking must always be accomplished in the minimum. of 
time so as to leave the road clear for others who may be travellmg 
in the opposite direction, or behind you. 

29. For the' Don'ts' often advocated in the text-books, substitute 
, Deliberation '. A driver with a negative complex will sooner or 
later hesitate at the crucial moment, possibly with fatal results. 

Deliberation eliminates uncertainty. 

(6) USE SPEED INTELLIGENTLY AND DRIVE FAST ONLY IN THE 
RIGHT PLACES 

30. It is not always safe to drive at the maximum speed permitte~ 
by law in restricted areas. In some circumstances such a speed IS 

dangewlls. 

31. Where conditions permit it is best to drive at an even speed, as it 
assists in keepipg traffic moving in an orderly and constant stream. 

1Ft ---,', ;,[ 
i 
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32. High speeds are safe only when a clear view of the road ahead is 
possible for a considerable distance. The speed in all cases must be 
governed by the amount of road that can be seen to be clear. Remem
ber th~t at 60 miles per hour, a car travels a distance of 88 feet in 
one second. With many drivers, a second elapses betwecn the seeing 
of an emergency and the applying of the brakes. Concentration and 
alertness are, therefore, absolutely imperative. 

AllY jool call drire fast e;'lOugh to be dangerous. 

(7) DEVELOP YOUR CAR SBN1;E AND REDUCE WEAR AND TEAR 
TO A MINIMUM 

33 .. Car sense is the ability to get the best out of your car with an 
cntIre absence of jerks and vibration. 

34. It entails smooth and thoughtful operation of the controls with 
hands and feet. This can only be achieved if the operations are 
carrie~ out i.n plent~ of time. Car sense adds to your safety factor as 
you wlll be 111 the nght gear at the right time. 

Good car sense increases the life of your car. 

(8) USE YOUR HORN THOUGHTFULLY; GIVE PROPER SIGNALS; 
NEVER BLACK OUT HEADLIGHTS 

3,5. Many motorists do not use their horn at all, some use it aggres
Slv~ly, others automatically and often unnecessarily. It is every bit 
~s Important that a person in front should be acquainted with your 
mtentlOlls as a person behind, yet many motorists who never omit 
to give 'signals' consistently fail to give audible warning' of their 
presence. 

36. Use the signals given in the Highway Code. An ambIguous 
signal is misleading and dangerous. ' 

37· FI~shing. the headlights at night is a very efficient form of 
slgnalling. Dlp them, but never black Ollt (to black out is to switch 
the headlights off entirely, causing YOll to drive into a field of extreme 
darkness because the eye cannot readjust itself quicko/ elJ,ough after 
the glare of the headlights) unless driving in a welPfit area. There 
are occasions when the Use of the horn may not be appropriate, e.g. 
between 11.30 p.m. and 7 a.m. in a built-up area (when it is illegal) 
or e~en by day when driving at a high speed on a motorway, dual 
carnageway or other fast trunk road (when it may not be heard). 
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In these circumstanoes an altemative means of indicating one's 
presence on the road may be necessary and flashing the headlights 
can usefully meet the need. It should not do more than that. 

Give good signals and eal'll the praise a/fellow road users. 

(9) BE SURE YOUR CAR IS ROAD WORTHY AND KNOW ITS 

CAPABILITIES 

38. A defeotive car or motor cycle must never be taken out. To 
prevent this, check your vehicle. 

39. Before attempting to drive a strange car fast. get accustomed to 
its controls, acceleration, braking capabilities and characteristics. 

Car and dril'er must blend harmoniollsly to enslire good drilling. 

(10) PERFECT YOUR ROADCRAFT AND ACKNOWLEDGE 

COURTESIES EXTENDED TO YOU flY OTHER ROAD 

USERS 

40. Roadcraft includes every phaf>e of driving. It is something more 
than road sense. Many people possess the latter, but do not make the 
best use of it owing to lack of control, inability to use the road and 
position their car to the best advantage. A driver with good roadcraft 
knows how to avoid awkward and possibly dangerous situations. 
Good roadcraft not only prevents accidents but makes driving less 
arduous. 

41. The Highway Code urges all to be courteous; but a good. driver 
goes further and acknowledges the courtesies extended to him by 
every class of road user. By doing this, he sets a splendid example 
and does much to engender the spirit of chivalry so badly needed 
on our roads. 

Courtesy is a great.faclor ill road sa/ely. t 
.! 
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CHAPTER 2 

The SystelTI of Car Control 

O~iect oj Chapter 

1. The System of Car Contr L' tI b ' 
technique of good driving will

o 
b:sb ;~ I aSIS upon which ,the whole 

Lion, and any weakness" . Ul, ,t must have a solid founda
will be evident I'n ad" m ,Its structure, eIther theoretical or practical 

liver s performance. ' 

2. The object of this Cha t .' t ' 
best poss'bI pel IS 0 assIst the driver to acquire the 

I e KNOWLEDGE of the System' I 
understand its principles and th" . ,Ie must remember and 

, ' IS lS a matter for mental application, 

3. IThbe prop:r application of the System requires skill h' I 
on y e acqUIred by practice. ' w IC 1 can 

4. The System of Car Control may be defined as: 
A SYSTEM OK DRILL E 
CONSfDERED ' 'ACH FEATURE OF WHICh IS TO BE 

, IN SEQUENCE, BY THE DR[YER AT THE 
APPROACH TO ANY HAZARD, 

5. A HAZARD is any circumsta ' . 
causes the driver to alt . nce, 01 set of Circumstances, which 

eI course or speed and ca1ls ~ . tl h I 
any part, of the System of Ca' C t I ' . 01 Ie woe, or 
are three types: I on ro to be put mio practice. There 

(1) ~~~li1t~%::~:1 feature such as a cross-road, roundabout, bend , 
(2) those created by the f movement 0 other road lIsers; and 

(3) ~~~~~ti~~~:.ted by variations in road surfaces and weather 

6. The definition requires a driver t 
IN SEQUENCE at the APP 0 CONSfDER EACH FEATURE 

are shown in correct ord~~~~~~O a hazard. These feat,ures, which 
appreciation of the road c dT e table below, neceSSItate sound 
controls to enoure the 'safe 0p'~ I IOns afnd

h 
correct manipUlation of the 

~. ssage 0 t e vehicle. , 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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Features of the System 

Name 
Object 

(1) COURSE SELECTED. First use 
the mirrors and, if nece~s~ry, 
give the appropriate deviatIOn 

T P
ut the car into its correct 

o . t' the 
position for negolia .Ill? 
hazard, signalling your mten-
tion before yot! do so. 

signal. 

(2) MIRRORS, SIGNALS A.ND 
BRAKES. Before brakl11~, 

tile mirrors and, If again use 
necessary, give slo\~-down 
and/or deviation sIgnal. 
(Trafficator.) 

(3) GEAR, if necessary 

(4) MIRRORS AND. SIGNALS: 
Again use the mIrrors a~d~ If 
necessary, give a deViatiOn 

signal. 

*(5) HORN, if necessary ... 

d I, roach To ensure safe spee o· app 
. to and at, the hazard. To 

inform other traffic of your 
intention to deviate. 

To select the correct gear for 
the speed decided upon at the 
second feature. 

To confirm and, if necessary, 
emphasise the intention to 

deviate. 

To warn others ofyou.r p.resence. 
(They may be wlth11l your 
view but unaware of your 
presence; or they may be out 
of your view.) 

'(6) NORMAL ACCELERATION 
T AT POINT A.1 OR A.2 IF 

SAFE. (See FIGURE 1.) 

To leave the hazard safely, 
having regard to road surface 
and traffic conditions. 

Linkages of Controls 
I but they should 

D
. . already know the following contro s, 

7. rlvels'd them in combinations of two. 
always consl er 

. to 7 am) is prohibited 
'" Usc of the horn in built-up areas at night 01.30 p.m. .' 

by Regulation.. " ds at which the vehicle alters course. 
t This feature applies only to hazar 
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DRIVING MIRROR AND SIGNALS 

8. Arm signals, tmfficator signals and those made with the horn. 
Make a habit of this and drivers will find: (a) they will never fail to 
give a signal if there is following traffic; and (b) signals will be given 
in plenty of time both to drivers ahead and those bellind. 

DR! VING MIRROR AND BRAK.ES 

9. This means that when drivers pull up for some obstacle ahead, 
they will instinctively gauge also the proximity of the nearest vehicle 
following. Braking systems now incorporate a ' stop' warning light, 
but if the following driver is keeping unwisely close, this habit will 
remind the driver to give a clear slow down signal by hand in plenty 
of time before braking. 

BRAKES AND STEERING 
10. Remember that the steering is not improved by braking as you 
turn a corner. Indeed, if the road is greasy and you brake harshly 
while turning, there is. a risk of a four-wheel skid-the worst sort 
there is. Brake before the corner at which time the car is travelling 
in a straight line or nearly so. If by misjudgment you need to brake 
again, do so with great discretion, otherwise the car will slide bodily. 

STEERING AND ACCELERATION 
11. This will remind the driver to place the car properly when 
starting from rest or as he accelerates carefully round a corner. 
Above all, remember the effect of these two controls when used to 
make the car skid on the skid pan. Skidding is dealt with in greater 
detail in Chapter 6. 

ACCELERATOR AND GEAR LEVER 
12. Drivers should use successively rJSIng gear ratios with firm 
depression of the accelerator in order to increase speed promptly 
and lower ratio (or ratios) with a relaxed accelerator in order to 
help the brakes to reduce speed. The last procedure usually applies 
to the approach to a corner or an involved traffic situation and 
enables the driver to be ready to accelerate away from the hazard 
with the minimum amount of wear and tear to the engine. Use of 
the gear box is dealt with in 1110re detail in Chapter 6. 

GEAR LEVER AND CLUTCH 
13. Except for an occasional easing in heavy traffic, the clutch is 
only to be used for moving off, for gear changing and, in the last 
few yards, in stopping. 
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Application of the System 
14. With the exception of the combined 'use of the accelcralOl. 
clutch ,md gear lever during the operation of gear changing, it will 
be seen that a systenlatic driver Ulay use different controls in quick 
succession but need neWf use two at anyone time. His whole plan 
of driving is mapped out. It is deliberat.e and thoughtful. Thus, he is 
master of the machine and is competent to drive it. He should, 

therefore, be entirely safe on the road. 
15. By the correct application of this System the car will at all 

times be: 
(a) in the right place on the road; 
(b) travelli11g at the right speed: and 
(c) with the right gear engaged. 

16. The application of the System can be illustrated with a diagram 
depicting any kind of hazard, but a cross-road is used in this case 
(see Figure 1) because it obviously presents the greatest potential 
danger. The most diflkult man<:euvre at a cross-road is the right
hand turn, since an encounter with other traffic coming from any 
direction is possible. The driver should therefore study Figure 1 
(which is not drawn to scale) and imagine he is driving from the 
bottom of the figure and turning right at the cross-road. The district 
is a built-up area, so speed of approach will not exceed 30 m.p.h. 
All six features of the System are shown on .the figure and each one 
is explained in the foHowing paragraphs. 

No/e.-As a principle, opposing vehicles turning' right at a crosS-
road should pass offside to offside and turn behind one another but, 
due to the varying layout of junctions, this must be flexible in its 

app\ication. 
17. Feature 1. This is shown with u. line commencing at the point 
marked ' C' and extending forward and round the corner to the 
drivers' right. 'C' stands for' Course Selected'. The distance of 
this point from the junction is purely diagrammatic; it cannot be 
lain rt.m';l1 iii so many feet or yards as itm~lst vary, mainly according 
to the speed of approach. The line shows the course to be taken by 
the driver for this right-hand turn; it is up to, but not over, the crown 
of the road. Such.a course will allow following traffic to overtake on 
the nearside and also give drivers of approaching traffic an indication, 
apart from ann signals, of the intention to turn right. In this feature 
the term' COURSE SELECTED' should be understood to mean: 

(a) see and note the position of the road into which you intend 

to turn; 

II 
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II 
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(b) use the mirrors; 
(c) give turn right signal if necessary and if safe to alter course; 

(d) steer on to the course selected. 

18. Feature 2. This deals with the speed of approach to the hazard. 
It commences at the point marked 'M S B' (i.e., Mirrors, Signals 
and Brakes), the position of which is again purely diagrammatic. 
The driver considers his speed, basing his judgment of a suitable 
speed for the hazard on (a) the degree of turn he will have to make 
at the junction, (b) the probable or obvious condition of the road 
surface at the junction, and (c) his view of other road users likely to 
be encountered there. If he considers his speed too fast, he will reduce 
it by the application of this second feature, the term' MIRRORS, 

SIGNALS AND BRAKES' being understood to mean: 

(a) use the mirrors; 
(b) give slow down and trafficator signals as necessary for follow-

ing or approaching traffic; 

(c) apply foot-brake as necessary. 

19. In the application of this feature the driver should aim to carry 
out all his nOlmal braking for the hazard whilst the vehicle is on a 
straight course; any subsequent braking should only be necessary 
because of some unforeseen change in traffic conditions. 

20. Feature 3 is shown at the point marked' G' where the driver 
selects the gear which is appropriate to the road speed he deemed 
to be suitable at 'MSB'. Here again, the position of 'G' on the 
figure is approximate, but a learner driver should make the gear 
change about 90 feet from the hazard, or when his vehicle is level 
with the road sign giving warning of approach to the hazard. 

21. Having engaged the lower gear, the driver will regulate the 
speed by correct manipulation of the accelerator pedal. Further 
speed may be lost if necessary; but it is rarely necessary to increase 
speed (this is, in fact, a common error, often creating the r,eed for 

further application of brakes). 

22. When the car is being driven under the control of an automatic 
gearbox, the gear appropriate to the road speed will automatically 
be selected, but in cases where the driver can expect to have to vary 
the throttle position, e.g. in traffic-if the automatic system permits 
the appropriate gear to be manually selected and held, the device 

can be operated. 
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23. The driver's attention is drawn I . . . 
the caris in the right position t t~l~ Ie sltuatl9~ as It now stands-
right gear engaged. ' rave mg at the right speed, with the 

2~. Feature 4 is shown in Figure 1 at' ,. . " . 
SIgnals). Note the position of thi . t . M~. (l.e. Murol's and 
immediately after. The absence 0: a er:

n 11~ relation to ' G·'; it follows 
again&t the common fault of .. n llliterval. between the two guards 
here means: glvmg ate Signals. The term 'M S ' 

(a) use the mirrors' 
(b) consider again' the need for d .. . 

situation has changed it a evmtlOn SIgnal. If the traffic 
confirm the intention to de~iite b~ n~ces~ary to eI?phasise or 
may now be required. . signa not previously given 

25: Feature 5 is shown at the point marked'" .. 
drIver must consider whether to H . At thIS pomt the 
ruleislaiddowlltbatitshould o/s~un~dthe horn. No hard and'fast 
should be guided entirely by th ~u not, be sounde~. Tl:e di'iver 
thaFuse of the horn in no e . C1rcun~stances, keepmg III 1p.iild 
taking every othef'Safetypr:c?tl~~~~ves hIm of the responsil:iility of 

26. Feature 6. Tilis applies onl t I . 
to pass through a curved path ~~ l:~atrdls which cause the vehicle 
the curve 'A I ' at the b . '. e. a t 1ere ~re two' positions on 

. ,., egul11mg and' A 2 'h .. 
drIver gets near enough to th' . .. at t e end. When the 
co~dition of the road surface a:dJ~~:I~~ he sh~uld recQ¥nise the 
to It . .If the surface is good and'f't' how Ius tyres WIll adhere 
a normal amount of ac~elera~' 1 Is/afe to proceed, he may apply 
accelerating safely round the cu IOn d

rom 
the 'A.l' position, so . rve an out of the hazard. 

~7: ~f, llowever, the road surf~ce is bad ~ . 
If It IS safe to proceed he w'lll t th or tyre adheSIOn and, again 
under the influence or' the eni in: . e car. travel fro;n 'AI ' to 'A:2 ' 
not increasing the road. spe~d Just p~l~fg the weIght of the vehicle 
when the rear wheels are a ain ~p~re<?~a y; and on reaching' A.2'; 
path, the normal amount ;f acc~ o~!ng the front on~s in a straight 
speed. . era IOn may be applIed to increase 

28. In his early" efforts to a 1 th S will find that a decided' eloPt y f e ystem o.f Car. Control, the driver 
brain. to. work in con'un ti r 0 . concentratIOn· is required to' get. his 
vehicle'; therefor~; i~tia~' ~~~~~' alnd aIdS fobast as; the speed gf the 
speeds. s lOU . e done at quite slow; 

B 
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29. A perfect mind picture of an the six features of the System muSt 
be acquired so that, as each feature is considered and dealt with, the 
next will readily come to mind. Any hesitation or delay caused by 
wondering which feature comes next will be detrimental to driving 
technique, because every second of delay represents ground covered 
by the car. It is wrong to dwell too long on anyone feature, otherwise 
the remaining features cannot have proper consideration. 

30. Let us take two examples (Figures 2 and 3) showing how speed 
of approach and the braking distance can influence the timing of the 

whole System. 
First Example. The driver of a car approaching a cross-road at 

60 m.p.h. must see the hazard in good time. It is obvious to him 
at this stage that he cannot negotiate the cross-road at this speed, 
and he should assess what speed is suitable. He quickly decides 
upon the course he intends to follow and applies Feature 2 
(' Mirrors, Signals and Brakes ') deliberately. Braking, being a 
hazardous operation at this speed, must be spread over a long 
distance of road to reduce speed to, say, 20 m.p.h., and so we 
find that the application of the whole System of Car Control will 
cover a considerable length of road, owing entirely to the braking 

distance. (See Figure 2.) 
Second Example. The same driver approaches the same cross-

road at 40 m.p.h. As before, he must see the hazard in good time, 
but he can select his course when nearer to it because of his lower 
speed. For the sayp.e reason, he commences to brake at a point 
nearer to the hazard than if he had been travelling at 60 m.p.h., 
but he will arrive at a speed of20 m.p.h. at the same distance from 
the hazard as in the previous example. (See Figure 3.) 

31. It will be seen from Figures 2 and 3 that speed of approach and 
braking distance must decide the point at which the System is 
commenced. The result is the same in both cases, for the gear change 
point is exactly the same and there is tit'ne and distance for the 
remaining features of the System to follow accordingly. 

32. Road conditions do not always demand alteration of course, 
speed or gear; even so, every feature is individually considered. 
For example, a driver approaches a minor cross~road as he travels 
at 40 m.p.h. on a main trunk road in flat open country .. He observes 
the cross-road well ahead, and tlle main road and both converging 
roads are absolutely clear. He considers his existing course satis
factory. His speed (40 m.p.h.) is quite safe, there is no following 
traffic and the intention is to go straight on so there is no need to 
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signal or brake. Still the roads remain quite clear of other traffic 
and the gear (' top ') is quite suitable for the speed ~md prevailing 
conditions. He Uses the mirrors again but still there is no following 
traffic and no need for a signal. The converging roads remain quite 
clear with perfect visibility, and there is thus no need to sound the 
horn. He passes over the cross-road at 40 m.p.h. with perfect safety. 
fn this example the driver has considered every feature of the System 
and, being satisfied with the conditions ahead of him at each stage, 
he makes no change. 

33. Road observation by the driver is dealt with in Chapter 4 of 
this Manual, but it must be mentioned at this point becg,use it is 
so closely allied to the System of Car Control. Only by perfect 
observation will the driver become acquainted with the traffic 
conditions prevailing as he approaches a hazard and when he reaches 
it. Refer to Figure 4, which shows four points, V.I, 2, 3 and 4, spaced 
along the road from the beginning of the System up to the hazard. 
Straight lines drawn from each point to the built-up corners, and 
then extending across the converging roads, show how the driver's 
view into the converging roads develops. 

34. At V.!, when he selects his course (which is to turn to the right), 
his view is negligible. From V.1 to V.3 the view improves very little, 
which shows how necessary it is to approach the hazard with special 
care. From V.4 to the actual cross-road the view round the corner 
begins to open up and rapidly improves; and as this is happening 
the driver should make his decision to increase speed, slow down 
or stop, according to the position and behaviour of other road users. 

35. To negotiate a roundabout the best course to be followed is the 
shortest distance between the entrance and the exit. When the 
approach to, and the roundabout, is clear of other traffic this course 
should normally be ad9pted. See Figure 5. Where, alternatively, the 
course could be incollvenient to other traffic, the circumstances 
demand a different line of approach, manner of negotiating and 
method of leaving. See Figures 6 and 7. 

36. If the intention is to turn left at the roundabout, the course must 
be to the nearside and the whole approach and system will be applied 
as for a normal left turn. If the intention is to go straight ahead and 
other traffic has dictated a course on the nearside, the round.lbout 
should be negotiated on the Course shown at Figure 6, i.e. leaving 
enough room for traffic on the offside to circulate with you: Care 
must be taken not to force this other traffic too farto the offside 
When leaving; in other words, remain in your own lane. Alternatively, 
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if the line of approach has been in the offside lane, hold this position, 
leaving enough room for other traffic to enter, circulate and leave 
on your nearside. If the intention is to turn right at a roundabout, 
the line of approach should be in the offside lane and the same course 
followed as in the previous manoeuvre with this difference, that the 
right turn indicator should be used before entering the roundabout 
and maintained while keeping to the offside lane in the roundabout. 
A change to the left turn indicator should be made at the exit before 
the one by which it is proposed to leave the roundabout. 

37. Once the driver has learned to apply the System of Car Control 
on the approach to each hazard, he should persevere and practise it 
continually. He wiil find that it will become almost instinctive and 
that it is in conformity with Highway Code advice. Furthermore, it 
will be the foundation upon which the nner points of driving can 

be built. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Drivers' Signals 
Object of Chapter 

1. Some reference has already been made to the subject of signals 
in the earlier chapters of this Manual. The object of this chapter is 
to improve the driver's knowledge of the signals to be given by 
himself and by other classes of road users. 

2. Signs and signals are the language of the road. To ensure the 
safety of yourself and others, master this language. The Highway 
Code impresses On drivers the importance of giving correct signals 
clearly andin GOOD TIME. 

3. If every road user, in a spirit of consideration for others, made a 
consistent effort to perfect his signalling technique as set out in the 
Highway Code, many accidents would be avoided. Every driver can 
do a great deal to educate other road users by giving signals which 
are properly timed and which cannot fail to be understood and 
appreciated . 

4. The' family tree' below shows how the subject is divided under 
certain main headings: 

.J rum , 
I Highway Code 

Advice 

TYpes of 
signal 

• Courtesy' 
Signal' 

, 
Visible , 

SIGNALS , 

D' . 'T d' s'· I IrectlOn n Icators Lamp Igna 5 

Cir~umstances'of ~ , 

_."----

use h 
Flashing 
eadlamps 

Exceptions S top Lights 

, 
Horn , r 

Gong , 
Circum· Emer-stances gency of use use 
lJIustra· only 

tions 
(Figures 

5-10) 

r 

II 
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Arm Signals by Drivers . s 
. . . ces demanding the use ~f sIgnaL 

5. General advlc~ as to CllCU1?S~~ Highway Code. Give sIgnals of 
by car drivers Will be found 111 • od time. [For example, the 
your intentions correctly, clear}§l~~ ~o~n' or '5:itop' signals :vhen 
Code advises the use ~f the a zebra-marked crossing. It IS . an 
giving way to pedestr~~~~ a~ehind but also to those approachll1g 
indication not only to 11\ :rs d' tion ] 
the crossing from the ~pposlte dlr~~ the' Code are informative. They 

Drivers' signals.as Illustr~te lion to c~rry out a manoeuvre when 
merely convey notlc~ of an Inten~ fitted (or are faulty) an~ ~ Iso to 
indicators or stop hgb~s are n(). ly given. The driver gIVing the 
emphasise or confirm slgl1al~p:evJOus 
signal must take full responsIbIlIty. 

6. Three kinds of s\gnal are illustrated: . 

h i ht or turn right'. The palm of (a) 'I intend to move out to t erg t nded and close together 
the hand faces the front, Jing~s ex e for not less than three 
(the arm remaining outSide t e car 
seconds). I 

. f r turn left'. The arm is slow y 
(b) 'I intend to mov~ JI1 to t1:e l~~ action with a flexed elbow, the rotated in an anti-clockwIse Ire 

pa1m of the hand facing the front. . 

t ' The palm of the hand, With (c) • I intend to slow down or s op 'th r faces the ground. The 
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to be considered on three occasions for three distinct changes in 
running conditions, i,e., 'Course Selected', • Mirrors, Signals and 
Brakes' and' Mirrors and Signals '. 

9. Let a police officer controlling traffic know clearly by your signal 
which way you want to go. Signals for this purpose are shown in the 
Code, the first indicating an intention to go straight on, the second 
to turn left and the third to turn right, the latter being the orthodox 
right turn signal. Occasions for using them as information to traffic 
points men may 110t be frequent, since correct positioning of a 
vehicle and normal signals will usually suffice to show a driver's 
intention. Nevertheless, the arm signals in the Code should be borne 
in mind and used as necessary. 

10. It is appropriate here to include mention of the 'Courtesy 
Signal' to be given by a driver as an acknowledgment of a courteous 
action towards him by another road user. The signal need only be 
the raising of the left hand towards the forehead; it should not be 
overdone, nor should it be neglected, for its general use can do much 
to promote good road manners, 

11. Do not rely On signals to go ahead given by unauthorised 
persons, Statutory pOwer to regulate traffic is vested only in police 
officers and traffic wardens. Signals by uniformed officials of the 

~~!ef: s~~~:~~:w:~~ ~~J~ll~~~~ s:v~ral times. 
motoring organisations Should, however, be observed. Don't accept l' 

a signal to proceed by any other person without satisfying yourself 1 
.; that it is safe to go on; but a signal to stop should be treated with . : 
I due respect in the interests of safety as, for instance, when Such a j 
, signal is given by someone in chru-ge of animals. I uld be extended as fa" as p.o",iblo, so I I. 7. 111 each case the arm sho hose information the signal IS JI1t~nded ,l , 

that drivers and others for w the driver is proposll1g to :. J 12, Tlle expert driver will not only give exemplary arm signals I . d' t' n of what course . I i h' If b '11 I kn . ,. 
will get a clear m ,ca w. . Dod time and must eontmue ong . .! ,,"se, ut w, a so ow the "gnals given by other road users. take, The signal must be gIven Ir: g 't aning and to react accord- ; I 
enough for other peL:s~ns to realised1 smaye indeed result in danger!o . 1,1 I 
ingly for otherwise Jt IS uselessh~n illlf Havl'na sicrnalled, it is still ~ Directioll!lIdicators . ' th driver ID1Se, '" e. . 

them as well as to ~ t the intended man,"uvre, to make suro ij 13. Direction indicator signals are illustrated in the Higllway Code r necessary, before carrymg ou :! 
fi 

d so "/ and are as follows: 
that it is sa eto 0 • .I 

, 1 e of his mirrors as a comple-j (a)' 1 intend to move out to the right or turn right '. 
8. A driver must l~ake ~~~fgt~~lS u~his is emphasised in the syhstemj (b) '1 intend to move in to the left or turn left or stop on the left '. ,. mcnlary action to us u~e . ' ·2 In that System, signals ave I . 
of Car Control dealt w,tlun Chapter . , I ;1 

f f /1 i ____________ ~ I 
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14. Attentionjs drawn to the correct use of indicator signals when 
negotiating roundabouts. These are described in paragraphs 35 and 
36 of Chapter 2 of this Manual and illustrated in the Highway Code. 

15. A common fault is that of leaving indicators in operation long 
after the turning movement has been completed. This is misleading 
to others and the Code emphasises that drivers should make sure 
that the signal is cancelled immediately after use. 

Lamp Signals. 

16. The third form of visible signalling is that of raising or lowering 
the beam of the headlamps during the hours of darkness. This is an 
excellent means of giving warning of approach at a road junction or 
to a driver before overtaking him. To use this form of signalling 
effectively, the driver must be able to locate the controls without 
fumbling. The headlamps must be used in good time before reaching 
the junction or the vehicle to be overtaken. The flashing of he~d
lamps should not be resorted to as a means of sigrialling during 
daylight hours except on motorways, dual carriageways and other 
fast trunk roads, and then only prior to overtaking when a horn 
warning would not be heard. (See also Chapt~r 1, para. 37.) Do not 
flash excessively or in the face of oncoming traffic, in case dazzle or 
ref~ection causes danger to other road users. 

17. The stop light fitted at the rear of a vehicle and operating in 
conjunction with the foot-brake pedal is a useful form of lamp 
signal, provided vehicles are not travelling so close that it is out of 
the view of the driver behind. It is not a substitute for the arm 
signal indicating an intention to slow down or stop. Unlike the arm 
signal, it does not give immediate indication of the intention to slow 
down or stop because the light switch is not actuated until some 
pressure has been applied to the foot-brake pedal, by which time 
some deceleration has taken place. 

18. Before leaving this subject of signals, the driver will be well 
advised to link together in his mind' Mirrors and Signals'. Make 
this a habit and it will ensure that the proximity of f0110wing traffic 
will always be known and that the necessary signals will ~lways be 
properly given. 

Audible Signals 

19. The second broad category of signals embraces those which are 
audible. These are given by s,ou1].ding the hom and can conveniently 
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be termed' warning notes' The on b II . 
which 'may only be used . g. g, e., sIren and two-tone horn, 
brigade vehicles are: on polJce v~lucles, ambulances and fire 
only to be used ~n occea~~~:~cl ":frnmg devices and as such are 
must not be relied on to prevent ~~~li~~lergetncy; even then th~ir ?se 
hazards. ns a cross-roads and SImilar 

20. The horn should only be sounded whe 't' 
hard-and-fast rule can be laid d b fIlS really necessary. No 
when the use of the horn is jmii~~~: tl~~ts; lere are certain occasions 

(a) to attract the attention of another road '. 
vulnerable, despite all other safety p uset~ who IS

k 
ObVIOusly 

car driver" recau lOllS ta en by the , 
(.b), \V~en approachin.g a hazard where view is extremely poor 

b~~~ t!~e~~ertaklllg after every other safety precaution 'h~~ 
21. In cases under (a) the h . ' 
road users t~ im endin d om IS necessary to draw the attention of 
the car driver toP avoil th:l1p

g
o
er

s ~bn?l'tto gfet them ~o co-operate with 
I 'ld SI I 1 Y 0 an aCCIdent (pede t . 

c 11 ren and cyclists are usually involved). s nans, 

22. The circumstances in (b) . 
opinions differ a reat d are. not ql~lte so obvious; indeed, 

the horn after ev!ry saf:~'p~~~~tf~::~:~l,~s th~ r~as~I1Sfor sO~lll~ing 
warn of your presence another d een a. en. urely It IS to 
view or who, even though visibl;~~ user who IS not within your 
approach so that if he h I you, may be unaware of your 

, as not a ready done so he t k 
necessary safety precautions himself. ' may a e the 

23 Ad' . l'k . 
st;nces :t:~~:~ r~ae~~~~c~~~~~:~~~_oth~ ro~~ users in these circum-
or whenever he overtak ' roa .' or actory or f.·H·m entrance, 
that use of the I . es another vehIcle, but it is not sllggested 

10m IS necessary on every such occasion. 
24. The driver must realise that ex" " .. 
a warning and the po 'bTt f d pe~lence, Illtllltlon, the need for 
to aVciid ~OlliSl' 'tShSI IllY 0 a optlllg an alternative driving plan 
. on WI a t lOughtless road lI' b 

slderations upon which he lllllSt decide to sel
d
, must e the con-

the horn. sOlin , or not to sound, 

25. He will find that in heavy tram . . 
are rare p . '1 b ' c, occasIOns for lISll1g the horn 
can be ta{~:~~:i~kl;c~~s~;f:ed.S ar~~oderate a~d ot~ler precall~ons 
need for wamin' 1. 01 me IUm traffic m bUIlt-up areas the 
. d g notes wJlI become more frequent al'd d 
JU gment coupled w'th t' . I " goo 
. 1 res ramt wll be necessary to avoid 'excessive 
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use of the hom. On journeys on unrestricted main roads, where 
average speeds will be much higher, warning of approach at road 
junctions will be more readily appreciated. A similar judgment should 
prevail on minor country roads at the approaches to blind bends, 
farm entrances, etc. 

26. As a general rule, where this is possible, the hom should be 
operated with the left hand. As a safety precaution when travelling 
at speed, the hand should 110t be taken off the steering wheel t~ 
operate the horn button or ring, but should slide along a convenient 
spoke of the wheel, using the thumb to operate the button or ring. 

27. Horns should not be sounded in an aggressive or demandinr, 
manner, hut always courteously, giving plenty of time for other road 
users to react. For example, the driver who gets very close to a 
vehicle he is about to overtake at speed and then sounds his horn 
several times gives the other driver a shock and possibly the im
pression that the overtaking driver is thrusting and aggressive. Such 
behaviour is detrimental to the spirit of good fellowship on the road. 

28. The horn note should be c0~lfined, as far as possible, to one note, 
either short or long, according to the traffic conditions and the type 
of road user for whom it is sounded. 

29. Figure 8 shows some common occasions for the use of the short 
note. The driver should imagine he is driving from the bottom of the 
figure on the course shown, each dot adjacent to the line represents 
a short horn note given to warn the road user being overtaken and 
passed. 

30. Figure 9 shows two occasions for the use of the long horn note. 
The driver should imagine he is driving from the bottom of the 
figure on an unrestricted road at a fairly high speed, and ahead he 
can see a heavy lorry proceeding steadily on the nearside. Having 
satisfied himself that it is safe to do so, he will prepare to overtake 
the lorry and, when about three car lengths from the rear of it, he 
willgive a long note of warning, shown on the figure by a line marked 
, Correct'. This note is correct for three reasons: (a) there will be 
little doubt that it will be heard by the lorry driver, (b) he will have 
time to react and (c) it will assist him to judge the overtaking 
vehicle's speed and position. Early and late shorter notes are alsi) 
illustrated; these are obviously ineffective. 
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31. Warnings to drivers of vehicles abo 
not be given automatically but th Ii 11 ~t to ~e overtaken should 
into account on such occa~jons: e 0 owmg pomts should be taken 

(a) Can the overtaken driver be' 1 
should deviate slightly? gIVen p enty Of room in case he 

(b) Will unexpected overtaking at speed be likel to' . 
(c) ~~ the~e any possibility of his deviating With~ut :~;~~bg hIm? 

angmg COurse to enter a garage or other premises? ' e.g., 

32. Figure 9 also illustrates the I 
to a minor cross-road when v.

ong 
!l0te sounded at ~he approach 

obscured by hedges. Assumin t~:~ t111to the converglllg roads is 
been correctly applied, the fi~h Ii t he S;ste~ of Car Control has 
long note sounded in ood f ~a ur~ ere Illustrated must be a 
distance. It is a good gplan ::fi :IllC;' It must car~ a considerable 
when heard, will call for extra pr!cea~lti~~s~n answerIng note Which. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Road Observation 
Object of Chapter 

1. The object of this chapter is to assist the driver to improve his 
standard of road observation by considering individual aspects of 
the subject. 

2. The powers of CONCENTRATION and of ROAD OBSERVATION 
are very closely related, for without the former, Success in the latter 
cannot possibly he achieved. The good driver realises that it is not 
enough merely to see every detail in a road scene; he must ASSESS 

TaB VALUE of What he sees, and upon that value, formulate his 
driving plans. 

The View from the Vehicle 

3. The view a driver obtains from his position at the steering wheel 
must cover the area to front and sides through an arc of approxi
mately 180 degrees. He must also have the best possible view to the 
rear through his driving mirrors. 

4. The windscreen and all windows must be as clean as possible 
inside and out; misting of the glass can be prevented by ensuring 
proper ventilation of the interior of the car. The windscreen washers 
and wipers must work efficiently immedi.ately they are required. 
These elementary precautions will do much to prevent the un
necessary handicap of trying to see through glass covered with 
particles of dust, mud or water. 

S. Some obstruction of the driver's view is caused by the coachwork 
of Some saloon cars. In some cases the blind areas to the front can be 
1arge enough to mask a pedestrian or pedal cyclist or a road sign. 
This disadvantage can be most noticeable when side views are 
required into bends and road junctions. The driver should not make 
'heavy going' of these difficulties; he should merely be conscious of 
the dangers created and adapt himself to the conditions by mov-fug 
bis head to gain the view he requires in all circumstances. When 
reversing, the driver's view of a pedestrian to the rear can be obscured 
c 
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by the coachwork of the vehicle, and extra precautions are therefore 
essential before beginning the reversing movement. 

How Vision is affected by Speed 

6. Crowds of pedestrians can move ab~u~ on ~he pavements of a 
busy shopping thoroughfare without co1hdmg wIth one another~ not 
so much because they are an the time looking out for obstructIons, 
but mainly because their speed ofmovemen~ i~ so sl?:v that they can 
change their pace and direction in time to aVOId co111s1011. The length 
and breadth of their view may be short when they move .sloWly. If, 
however, one of them wishes to get a10ng quickly he ?egl~s to look 
further ahead, to pick out the places ,:"here the crowd,ls tlunnest and 
to direct his course and increase his speed accordl11gly. ~e then 
finds that his view of other pedestrians at ~lose q.uarters deteriorates, 
so that quite often, if one of them comes mto Ius path suddenly, he 
narrowly avoids collision, . 

7. The driver of a motor vehicle adjusts the length and br~adth of 
his view in a similar way, but of course, over greater dlstan~es, 
because his speed is a good deal more than that of the ped~stnan. 
When driving at 60 m.p.h. the focal point is a considerable distance 
ahead and stationary objects there appear clear. and well d~fi~ed, 
whereas the foreground becomes blurred. At .thlS spe~d a dIstmct 
effort is required to pick out foreground deta1ls, a~d If more than 
occasional glances are directed at them there WIll be a natural 
tendency for the driver to decrease his road speed. 

8. When road speed must be kept low OWl,::''''; to ~affic conditio?-s, 
the focal point naturally shortens and th~ dr!verobseryes detaIls. 
These often indicate that a danger situatlOn IS developl~g and ,he 
then has time owing to his low speed, to take the precautions which 
will prevent him from becoming involved. 

9 From this natural tendency of the eyes to focus according to 
s~eed it is clearly dangerous to drive fast in the wrong places. If 
traffi; is medium to heavy, foreground .details mu~t be seen, and to 
enable the eyes to do this and the bra1l1 to ~u~ction as a [es~lt. of 
the stimu1us received, speed must be kept wIthin reasonable 111111tS. 

10. Fatigue brought about by continuous driving. over long periods 
is first felt as eye strain and lack of concentration, andulthough 
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special' efforts may be made by the driver to maintain his normal 
standard of observation, he will find the task becomes increa.singly 
difficult, his speed will slacken and his recognition and assessment 
of danger situations become late and inaccurate. 

Weather Conditions 

11. Weather conditions such as fog, mist, heavy rain or snow, the 
fading daylight at dusk and the dazzling brilliance of the setting sun 
reduce visibility considerably. To meet these conditions speed must 
be reduced so that objects in the immediate foreground may be 
seen in time to take evasive action if necessary. 

12. When driving in fog switch on headlights and rear lights and, 
when necessary, the fog lamps. A dearer view may be obtained by 
the use of windscreen washers and wipers. Proceed at a slow, steady 
pace and let the nearside kerb or.grass verge be your main guide for 
position. The presence of hazard lines will give warning of approach 
to a road junction or corner, etc., and at. such places these may be 
valuable landlY;(l.rks. Be prepared for sudden stoppages of traffic 
ahead and do not follow too closely. Traffic should only be overtaken 
when it is really nec~Fsary, and then with great care; remember YOl.1 
may lose visual contact with the kerb. . 

Road Surfaces 

13. The average motorist is not so well acquainted with the appear
ance of road surface types and. conditions as lw should be. It is 
useless to complain about a slippery surface a:rter a skid has occurred. 
The good driver is the one who looks well ahead, recognises any 
changes of road surface conditions and then applies correct values 
of braking, acceleration and steering so that maximum road holding 
is always achieved. 

14. When cl~an.and dry, the surfaces of most properly made up 
roads are good 01' fairly good for road holding. During inclement 
w~ather or when the road is soiled the non-skid value of any surface 
Will deteriorate. Tyres cannot grip a toad surface properly if it 'is wet 
or soiled by slippery substanc.es such as snow, ice, frost, oil, moist 
muddy patches or wet leaves, or if it is composed of dry loose dust 
or gravel. 
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15. The types of soiling mentioned in para. 14 a:e aU recognisable; 
they have their own distinctive appearances, which can be se~~ by 
the driver as he approaches them. Unfortunately, these conditions 
are frequently found at the approach to, or at, HAZARDS. ~he 
driver already knows that at the ~pproach to HAZ~RDS runnmg 
conditions .'1uch as steering, braking and acceleratiOn may need 
alteration, and tyre adhesion to the road surface then becomes of 
paramount importance. 

16. The modern tendency in road construc!ion is for roads to be 
covered with a non-skid mat which provides a good surface fO.r tyres 
to bite on. Surface dressings usually consist of stones ~r chips? or 
quite fine granules, which are held in position by vanous tar or 
bituminous compounds. 

17. These surfaces have a dull, coarse, open texture appearance, 
some, because of the larger chips used, have a more coarse appear
ance than bthers. As these surfaces get older they take on a pohshed 
appearance owing to wear caused by th~ p~ssage of traffic. The 
driver may consider these surfaces as commg In t~e. cl~ss Ia;ow~ as 
macadams, the comparative non-skid standard of w,uch IS qUIte lugh. 

J8. Concrete road surfaces usually have a distinctive appe~rance 
through being light in colour, some ID:ve a roughened formatIOn ~f 
lateral ribs, most have a good non-skid value. Some, howeve~, are 
apt to hold surface.wa!er which,. in cold weather, freezes, creating a 
slippery surface which IS not easily seen. 

19. Wood blocks, stone setts and smooth asphalt surfaces ~'e 
encountered in towns and cities. Their appearance and low non-skid 
value are well known to the average driver, and ~reat .ca~e: must .be 
taken whell driving on roads of these types to aVOId sklddmg, whlch 
will occur from the slightest cause. 

20. During wintry weather, road surfaces become frost and i~e 
covered, but not always uniformly; isolated patches and certam 
gradients remain iced up when other parts have tha',Ved out. The 
good driver will observe these areas, n~t only from .theIr appearance 
but from the behaviour of other vehicles, and WIll take due p.re
cautions in good time to avoid skidding. Remember, tyres travellIng 
on ice make no noise. 

21. Wear and tear to the vehicle should be reduced,so rar as practi
cable by keeping a good look out for po.t-ho~es, projecting man-hole 
covers, sunken gullies and any materIal hkely to damage tyres. 
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To avoid running over such surface conditions alter course slightly if 
this can be done without detriment to other road users. If they 
cannot be avoided, speed must be reduced so that rough ground is 
traversed slowly, thus reducing to a minimum the shock to the vehicle. 

Road Signs and Markings 

22. The driver's attention is directed to the many types of road 'signs 
and markings. It is of the utmost importance that the infonnation or 
directions they give shall be understood by the driver, and it follows 
that every sign or road marking must be seen in such good time that 
the driver will be able to comply with it or profit by the information 
given. 

23. Having seen the sign and understood its meaning, the driver 
should direct his observation beyond it to the road layout or con
dition it refers to; he will then have plenty of time to take the 
necessary action. 

24. It is disturbing but true that the average road user does not see 
and understand the majority of the signs provided for his guidance, 
unless he makes a special effort or is in search of specific guidance. 
Every driver should cultivate a special interest in and respect for aU 
signs and markings; by so doing he will improve his road observation 
and general standard of road behaviour. 

Driving Plans 

25. A really good driver will formulate his driving plans on the 
correct assessment of the ever-changing scene ahead and to the rear 
of his vehicle. He should have a deliberate and calculating tempera
ment, able to make driving decisions without hesitation in a method
ical manner at any moment. All decisions must be based on the 
principle of safety for others as well as himself. 

26. He must realise that these driving plans and decisions are made 
on a combination of: 

(a) What he can see, 

(b) What he cannot see. 

(o) The possible circumstances which may reasonably be expected 
to develop. 
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27. Motoring conditions in the British Isles are such that a dI:iver 
can rarely base his decisions solely on (a) above, because there are 
many stretches of road where the layout and traffic condition!?: do 
110t peront an unobstructed view. The greatest difficulties arise from 
conditions in areas into which the driver cannot see, such as round 
bends and corners, behind trees and buildings, at places where roads 
converge or where other traffic obstructs the view of the road beyond. 

Zones of Visibility alld !nvi,sibility 

28. To assist the driver to study the theory of this problem and to 
improve his driving method, it is possible to divide the road scene 
into zones or areas, which may be termed zones of visibility and 

invisibility. . 

29. Figure 10 illustrates a cross-road in a suburban area. A driver 
approaching the pross-road from the bottom of the figure and 
intending to go straight over, will become aware of its presence by 
seeing the refuge and the hazard warning lines leading up to it; 
these two outstanding features, if seen in good time, will be sufficient 
warning of approach to aHAZARD. He will then have time to prepare 
himself for any eventuality by applying the System of Car Control. 
The areas coloured red in the converging roads are zones of in
visibility"and at the point' H' they have receded to a minimum and 
the zone of visibility is now reaching maximum size. The shaded 
area may be termed a zone of danger, for it is the intersection of the 
cross-road where an accident may occur. When the driver gets close 
to it his position, speed and gear must be such that he is able to 

take one of two alternatives: 
(i) Slow down or stop to allow free passage to other road users. 

(ii) Accelerate across and out of the zone of danger if satisfied 
that no other road -user will be endangered or inconvenienced. 

30. The size and p-osition of zones of invisibility created by larger 
vehicles moving ahead are shown in Figures 11 and 12. They show 
the importance of distance and position in relation to a slow-moving 
vehicle ahead which, if conditions permit, is to be overtaken. A 
good view beyond the slow-moving vehicle-both to the neat-and 
off-side of it-is essential before a decision can be made. 

31. Figure'> llA and llB show a car 'A' in two positions behind a 
lorry' B '. The cadn Figure llA is 90 feet behind the lorry and the 
car driver can see tlle nearside kerb up to a point some 100 feet 
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beyond the lorry; he also commands a good view along the offside 
of it. Such a position, therefore, secures a good view and assists the 
decis.ion to overtake. 

32. The car in 11 B is positioned 20 feef behind the lorry. The driver 
loses sight of the nearside kerb just in front of the lorry; he also loses 
the view of the offside of the road at a point some 170 feet beyond 
the rear of the lorry. 

33. A comparison of the two positions of the car' A' in Figures IlA 
and lIB shows that the good driver, before overtaking, wiII get an 
early view beyond the lorry when his position in relation to the lorry 
is most favourable, that is, as in para. 31. 

34. Figure 12 shows that position in relation to the width of the 
road and distance from the back of the lorry can affect the zones of 
invisibility not only in relation to their size but also in relation to 
their position. In this figure the car 'A' is shown in two positions. 
The first position is about 2 feet from the nearside kerb, which gives 
an unobstructed view of the kerb along the nearside and ahead of 
the lorry, but an inferior view along the offside. The s.econd position 
is 18 feet from the nearside kerb, which gives a good view along the 
offside of the lorry, but a poor view along the nearside. 

35. The zone of invisibility in the latter case has not only been kept 
small by hanging back from the lorry, but has also been moved; in 
the first position it is almost directly ahead of the lorry, and in t.he 
second position it is to the nearside of it. The net result of the two 
views obtained is almost complete knowledge of the conditions 
prevailing in front of the lorry, and this is exactly what is wanted for 
forming a decision to overtake. 

36. The observant driver will take full advantage of views across 
open spaces and through breaks in low positions in hedges, fences 
or walls, to get that valuable, if brief, view into cOIlverging roads 
which to some drivers appear totally obscured. He will also observe 
the configuration of the countryside generally and will often be able 
to judge the severity of any bend or gradient by the position, etc., 
of trees, hedges or telegraph poles. Figure 13 illustrates the zones of 
invisibility at the approach to a cross-road. The zone on the driver's 
right is broken up by gaps in the wall which runs alongside the road. 
View into the nearside converging road is at first quite poor, but the 
set-back of the hedge at the actual junction provides a superior 
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view at a later stage to that on the offside, which becomes poor again 
owing to the presence of the wall. 

Figure 14 shows how the telegraph poles give an idea of the 
severity of the bend in the distance. 

37. The length of view a driver obtains at bends and curves on a 
road which is bordered by hedges, trees or other obstructions can, 
to a certain extent, be increased or decreased by the position of the 
car as it approaches such places. Figure 15 shows right- and left-hand 
bends which are badly obscured by high hedges. A car is shown in 
aitemative positions at the approach to a right-hand bend and ill 
alternative positions at the approach to a left-hand bend. A com
parison of the sight lines (marked on the figure) shows that the driver 
in each case, from position 'A', secures an earlier and longer view 
round the bend than he does from position' B '. From this it follows 
that earlier view into right-hand bends may be obtained by keeping 
well to the left, and into left-hand bends by keeping slightly over to 
the right when approaching the bend. Lining up in this way must 
only be resorted to when it is perfectly safe to do so and, in any case, 
there must be no encroachment on to the offside of the road. 

Road Observation in Towll Driving 

38. One of the most important aids to successful town driving is 
local knowledge. To know the situation of main road junctions, 
one-way streets and roundabout systems, and the type of conditions 
prevailing there, is undoubtedly of great assistance to a driver 
because he then has some idea of what to look for. 

39. Town driving demands great power of concentration, road 
observation, the ability' to react quickly to changing situations and 
considerable driving skill. Views ahead are frequently restricted 
owing to the density of traffic. It is not wise to focus all one's 
attention on the vehicle immediately in front and a sensible distance 
should be maintained behind it, 50 that a view of traffic movement 
two, three or more vehicles ahead may be obtained from time to 
time. 

40. In places where traffic is really heavy and slow, driving is nothing 
more than a series of stops and starts. Length of view is short and 
passage along the road becomes a matter of' follow my leader '. 
If, however, there are two or three lines oftraffic moving in the same 
direction, it is important to be in the correct Hne, especially if a turn. 
to left or right is to be made at the next junction. Appreciation of the 
advanced directional signs will. enable early positioning to be made. 
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FIGURE 15 
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41. Correct position at the approach to a busy junction can only. be 
achieved by seeing the junction from a distance unless the driver 
has local knowledge. The good driver notes the type of control (i.e. 
traffic lights or traffic policeman), sees the formation of the lines of 
traffic and then gets into his correct line in good time. 

T 
1 .... \. t:. 

42. Quick decisions must often be made when driving in traffic. An 
accurate forecast of traffic movement can sometimes be made by 
observing quite small details. A complete. list of these cannot be 
given, but the driver will find the following examples of use: 

(a) Passengers congregating on the platform of a bus prior to 
alighting, coupled with a view of a bus-stopping place further 
ahead. From this it may be deduced that the bus is about to 
stop, so hold back and plan to overtake it on the offside. 

(b) A considerable amount of traffic crossing and turning some 
distance ahead gives early information of approach to a road 

junction. 
(c) A pedestrian hails a cab from the rank you are passing. Watch 

for the first cab to move off, possibly across yqur path, or for 
the pedestrian to run out to meet it. 

Cd) A lorry three or four vehicles ahead of the one you are follow
ing may be seen to pull up suddenly, a sudden stoppage ·of all 
traffic may result, so be prepared. 

(e) A row of stationary cars on the nearside. Watch those with 
drivers at the wheel; any may move off suddenly. Watch for 
front wheel movement and exhaust smoke as well as arm 
signals and direction indicators. 

([) When passing a row of stationary vehicles there is always the 
possibility of a pedestrian stepping out from between them. 
The view in between these vehicles is always very limited, but 
it can be improved, if traffic conditions permit, by giving them 
a wide berth and so providing a safety margin as well as a 
better view. (See Figure 16.) 

(g) When stationary behind another vehicle, particularly on an 
up-gradient, watch the behaviour of the driver, especially as 
he starts off, and be prepared for him to run back before 
moving forward. Make allowance for this by. not drawing up 
too close. .. 
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(h) Keep a good look out for sudden movements of pedestrians 
and pedal cyclists; they can change course very quiokly, but 
quite often some small action may be observed which wiII 
indicate their next move. The cyclist, before swerving right, 
takes a quick glance over his right shoulder but may neglect 
to give an arm signal. The bus pulling up at, or just moving 
away from, a stopping place can be the clue to the intention 
of the pedestrian running on the opposite footway to cross 
the road to board it. 

Night Driving 

43. For good road observation in night driving certain basic factors 
which have already been mentioned become important. The wind
screen must be as clean as possible at all times, and in wet weather 
the screen wipers must be used, because particles of dirt and .water 
on the screen obstruct the view. This is made much worse by tne 
Hghts of approaching vehicles. Any reflections on the inside of the 
screen caused by light from behind the driver wiII have a bad effect 
on his vision; therefore any light used by passengers should be 
reduced to a minimum and should not be used at all under fa'St 
driving conditions unless it can be screened from the driver entirely. 
Tht: instrument panel should only be illuminated when necessary 
unl(lss it is properly screened or dimmed, as any bright light at that 
distance from the driver's eyes will have a distracting effect on his 
view of the road ahead. 

44. It is of the greatest importance that the lighting equipment of 
the car should be in efficient working order, and it should be checked 
periodically and adjusted if necessary by a competent electrician. 
He will use scientific apparatus for the job, and the driver will then 
get from his lamps maximum illumination of the road without 
dazzle to other road users. It must be borne in mind that variations 
in laden weight may affect head lamp settings. 

45. The driver must now give his mind to the problems of observation 
in hours of darkness. When driving on unlighted roads with no other 
traffic he wiII find he has good visibility from his own head lamps, and 
all he has to do is to Jieep his speed within the range of that visibility. 
When driving on roads provided with the best modern street lighting, 
where the arrangement of the lamps provides a uniform flood of 
light with no shadows or pools of darkness, he may find he has really 
good visibility without any need for his own headlamps. 
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46. T~e favourable conditions mentioned in the previous para ra h 
are 9ulte rare, however, and more usually the night driver finds

g he~s 
at tImes harassed by the glare 0r dazzle of approachin vehicle 
~efiad!amps and, the. frequent pools of darkness or shadow c~used by 
In enor street lIghtmg. 

Dazzle 

47. Not infrequen~ly a d:iver wiII be dazzled by a gl~re of Ii hts 
~~om ~n a?prOaclllng ,vehicle, particularly if its headJamps, tho~gh 
, IPped~ ale badly aqJusted. The greatest difficulty is experienced 
Imme I~tely ~fter the glaring lights have passed because the e es 
t~ke a I~ttle time to adjust themselves to the sudden reduction Yof 
IJ?ht which follows. On such occasions the driver is advised t k 
~~s t~mpe~· and to control his natural impulse to retaliate by SWi~Ch~~~ 

IS eadI,lghts full on. He should avoid looking straight at the 
approaclllng headlamps and should direct his eyes to th 'd 
of the road ah d k" e nearsl e 

. ' ~a, eepmg a particular lookout for pedestrians and 
vehicles; he wIll then get some benefit from the illuminaf f I 
road by the approaching lights. He should slow down or st~~n ~ndt Ie 
soon as the offending d~iver has passed he may switch on full he;dlam a: 
~o o~ercome th~ ens,u111g blackness. Finally, the driver should be~r 
111 nund that thiS eVil of dazzle whilst bad at times is by 
continuou H 'II find I " ,no means 

, s. ~ WI t lat, If he makes a practice of using his own 
aJ~tl-dazzle deVIce as he approaches oncoming traffic the sam t 
WIll) as a rule, be extended to him. ,ecour esy 

~8. One or the I?ost difficult problems which besets the night driver 
IS found In bUIlt-UP area.s ,,:,here the street lighting is inferior. 
rr~quentlY he finds that hiS VIew consists alternatively of pools of 
l~l t from street lan:ps and of darkness where the street lighting 
al s ~o penetrate ~W111g ,to lack of power or to obstruction by over
ha?gl11~ trees. He IS adVIsed to illuminate these pools of darkness b 
~ISl11g hIS headlamps whenever he can do so without danger to oth/r 
road user.s. Frequently, of course, this will be impossible owing to 
approaching traffic, and in this event he should drive on his d' d 
head lamps at a speed suited to the conditions, It is .dangero~sP~o 
black out completely by driving on sidelamps only. 

49 .. The driver will find that, whilst his own lights illuminate man 
objects on the road, he will see a great deal from the lights of othZr 

D 
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vehicles, particularly those approaching. The glare of the h,eadlighJs 
of traffic approaching round bends or coming al~ng convergmg :oa ~ 

'ves ample warning of approach and also a gmde to the seventy 0 

~ends and corners. Objects on the roaci ahead often appear as 
silhouettes in the approaching lights. 

50 Night driving is always a severe test of endurance. A d~iver 
sh~uld prepare himself by taking sufficient rest be~orehand. Fatrgue 
will first be felt as eye strain, for continuou~ look~ng along a beam 
of light is most tiring. If drowsiness overtakes ~ he shou:d n~t 
try to overcome it whilst still driving; he should stop, have a stJ:et~ , 
rest his eyes for a little while and have a drit;t~ of hot tea or co ee~ 
Any change from driving will restore the fallmg power of concen 
tration and observation. 

CHAPTER 5 

Acceleration, Braking and Steering 
Object of Chapter 

1. This chapter opens a field of study in greater detail for the more 
advanced driver. Much of the material has been dealt with in a broad 
sense in the earlier chapters of this Manual, but it is hoped that the 
driver will rcalise that it is attention to the finer points of driving 
that will fit him to be classed as an expert. 

2. The moment a driver puts a motor vehicle into motion he accepts 
a great responsibility. He can cause the vehicle, a mass weighing a 
ton or more, to move forward or backward at varying speeds, turn 
to either side sharply or gradually, and stop suddenly or smoothly, 
just when he wishes, provided he manipUlates the controls accurately 
(in this his physical and mental condition wHl play no small part
see Chapter 1). 

3. The System of Car Control, with which the driver should now be 
familiar, was explained in Chapter 2, but of necessity in such abroad 
manner that no attention was given to the details of acceleration, 
braking and steering. These details and the manner in which they 
affect the car will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Acceleration 

4. Let the driver first get a clear impression in his mind of what is 
meant by 'Acceleration' as applied to driving a motor vehicle. It is 
the increase in road speed of a moving car brought about by the 
control exercised by the driver with his right foot and the accelerator 
pedal. (We are not here considering acceleration developed by a cat 
in such unusual circumstances as running away and coasting down 
a hill with increasing speed because the brakes have failed.) 

5. The acceleration capabilities of different cars vary considerably 
according to the efficiency of the engine and power weight ratio. 
A high maximum speed on any given journey is not very useful if 
it takes a considerable time and lengthy stretch of suitable road to 
attain it. 

I 
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6 Hi 11 average speeds under ordinary road conditions :uc usually 
a~hie~ed' by the modern car not because of its high 111a~lmll!n.[.0~;d 
specd but more by its cxeellent power to accclerate, w lcn SlIl ,1 e 
gears 'are used, from quite slow speeds. 

7. Row is acceleration produced? As ~he pressure of th~.~~:'I~~~t~~ 
foot depresses the accelerator pedal Itdenlarge\ t~l~ c~~nbllstible 
throttle valve opening and an 111crease amc:un Tl" e'\se of 

. d 'tt d t tI ~ cylinders of the tln"lIle, liS 111er , 
mixture IS ,n fill eo. It.: 1 ' 'I' bl' i; equal to the driving 
mixture Will pro,duce, If thfc ~o\\ e

1 
r /v,~ dpe~ minute of the engine 

conditions an mcrease Q leva u IOn . 'II 
which \Viii be transmitted to the driving wheels and the cal' WI 

accelerate. 

S. The accelerator pedal is spring-Ioade,d to ~ts cl0S~~I~~~it~~~e:~I~_~ 

~;c~':~~'t~~::1~CY~;I~~~~~;\~7~ °fi~~'.~i~?'~~;:~C!~~~O'p~,:~: 
and ~mkage. rlg~t, g.. I difficult to control speed WIth 
worklllg order; It Will be exuem~ Y . '. is fouled by floor-
the accuracy which is necessl!~rYklf ;~l~SO I~~k~;~en up by the initial 
boards or mats or has any s dC ne . 
movement of the pedal. 

9 To describe the length of movement of the. aecelerato!', pedd[~1 in 
'.. .'11 t be of ~ quch aSSIStance to t Ie fiver, 

vanous circumstances WI no . t is to be elTected may 
but an uttempt to describe how that Hlovemen 

be helpful. 
~ fel"lbly "hoes' 

10. First, he is advised to wear light O?t~V~'1r~fpr~dai mo;ement 
this is rea\1y important becaus~.~~eo}e~~~t~edals ~'1nnot efTectively 

~~~r~~cs~~~~:~~ ~e~\l~~~~~fn °th~~~I~h thick-soled heavy boots 01' shoes. 

11 The rioht foot operates the accelerator and footdb;a~h~;~f~:~ 
b~tfor m~st of the time it is on t~~b~~'1crele:at~:o~i~~t~IY midway 
the right heel should :est on the flo \vo ' edal~; it will support the 
between, and t~ the llearTff, ~h~lseO} th/foot should full natUl't\Uy 
weight of the nght ego le a edal The ankle must be 
forward and downward on t1~e acceie~a!~~v111 fr;m tile pivot created 
fie)(.ible to aliow t~le foot t~ r~e. or :hould understand that although 
by the heel. At tlus ~tage ,t e river, I movement, it will not 
the het;:l acts as a PIvot lor accelerator 'pe~pa plied on the foot-brake 
serve the same purpose when pressure IS , 

pedal. 
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]2. An engine wiII only respond to an increase of pressure on the 
accelerator pedal if it can develop the powel;' to do the work demanded 
of it. All references now made to acceleration will be on the assump
tion that the correct gear is engaged and that rond and running 
conditions are slleh that an increase of road speed is desirable and 
possible with safety. 

13. Effective acceleration is only possible when a lIseful and, it may 
be stressed, eeonomical increase of the engine revolutions per minute 
is obtainable, and to this end the use of the gearbox must be con
sidered. For .instance, a driver wishing to get high speed as quickly 
as possible from a car lltted with it fom-speed gearbox would be 
unwise to usc more than 50 pel' cent of maximum I'.p.m. in second 
gear, or more than 75 pel' cent of maximum r.p.m. in third gear, 
Any rate of r.p.m. above these approximate figures for the average 
car would be unproductive of the acceleration wanted, and un
economical in fuel consumption. Fol' normal driving the percentages 
above are on the high side. 

14. Generally, when the accelerator pedal is depressed with a rough, 
sudden, jerky movement, the car will jump forward, suddenly 
increasing road speed, but if the pedal is depressed steadily and 
progressively, the same increase of road speed will be obtained but 
without the sudden jump and jerk. Obviously the latter manner of 
depression will cause less wear and tear and will produce smoothness 
of movement. On a car fitted with automatic transmission, accelera
tion through the gears is automatically controlled, but faster accelera
tion is obtained by depressing the accelerator pedal to give a large 
throttle opening, when gear changing ep is delayed to a pre-set 
maximum engine speed. A rapid burst of acceleration by means of 
a lower gear l'an be obtained by depressing the accelerator pedal 
fully (' kick-dCiwn '), when the next lower gear is automatically 
engaged within the pre-set limits of engine speed. 

The Bc/UI)'iOIlI' of a Cal' under the Influence of 
Acceleration 

IS. Acceleration has a considerable elTect upon the behaviour of 
a car as it proceeds along the road. Figure 17 shows that, when 
under the influence of acceleration, a car tends to settle dowIt on to 
the road, particularly at the rear end, tending to improve the grip 
of the tyres on the road surface, thus achieving a condition of 
maximum stability, 

-\ 
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A,cceleration-weight thrown rearward 

FIGURE 17 

16. This favourable behaviour of the car ,under acceler~tion is more 
forcibly realised when it is compared with the behavIOur of a ,car 
under the influence of braking (see para. 34 bel?:v). The ,dnver 
should also realise: that this condition 0f good ,stability preval!s n~t 
only under acceleration, but also when the \yelght of the velucle IS 

being propelled by a pulling engine with no Illcrease of road speed. 

Acceleration Sense 

17. Acceleration sense may be defined as the ability to va~y, the speed 
of the car according to the existing road and traffic c~ndltIons when 
braking is not demanded, It is a skill found only 111 re~lly good 
drivers, but is latent in many and may ~e devel~ped by IInproved 
judgment of speed and distance, and practice, A driver wh~ possess~s 
acceleration sense recognises the speed bo~h of the vehicles ~e IS 

following and of those which are approachmg. He, also takes l~tO 
account any variat.ion of speed that may occur owmg to ,changmg 
conditions which develop ahead. He decides upon a safe dlstanc~ to 
keep between his vehicle and the one in ,front by accele~~tlOn: 
deceleration or constant road speed, In the lIght, of these con"ldera 
tions he will adjuslt his speed by suitable variatIon~ o~ pressure on 
the accelerator pe:cj.al, avoiding braking un~t:ss It IS absolutely 
necessary, so that he keeps progressive st~tion Ill.the ge~eral fI~w of 
traffic. He may ovelrtake certain slow-movmg vehicles :Vlth a smtable 
degree of acceleration when it is safe to do so, and Will at ,the ~ame 
time be prepared to reduce his speed by tiJ:nely deceleratIOn If an 
inconsiderate driver overtakes and then cuts 111. 

18. The distance a driver decides to maintain betwee,n the. front. of 
his vehicle and the rear of the one ahead, when there IS no mtentJon 
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to overtake, is dependent upon the speed of both vehicles the 
condition of the l."O?,d surface, his reaction and his driving ability. 

As a guide to tilis distance it is suggested that at speeds up to 
30 m.p.h. not less than one foot per mile an hour is suitable. At 
speeds over 30 m.p.h, the distance should of course be increased 
and not less than one yard per mile an hour should be allowed. ' 

19. Acceleration sense is one of the important skills which, allied to 
others, makes overtaking on fast roads a well timed brisk and safe 
manreuvre. Figures 18, 19 and 20 illustrate a skilful d~iver'sjudgment 
and use of acceleration as he leads up to the act of overtaking a 
slow moving vehicle on a fast road. 

20. In Figure 18 the driver of car' A' is trave1Iing quite fast towards 
a lorry' B " which he plans to overtake. The situation is complicated 
for him by the presence of the approaching cars' C ' and' D '. He 
recognises the situation in good time and, from their speed and 
distance, realises that the cars ' C ' and ' D ' have the right of way 
and that he must not be sandwiched between two lines of moving 
vehicles. He therefore eases his speed by early deceleration. 

21. Figure 19 shows the relative positions of the vehicles a fraction 
of a second later. The important vehicles are now the lorry' B ' and 
the car' D " which are now opposite one another. The driver of car 
' A' now ~ccelerates, not fiercely but steadily, to close up the gap 
between hImself and ' B '. 

22. Figure 20 shows the final phase when the driver of cal' 'A' is 
accelerating firmly along the offside of the lorry' B '. 

23. The technique of the experienced driver who drives fast but 
considerately is well worth close study, and it will be found that he 
makes full use of the power of acceleration of his car at every 
opportunity in a safe yet deliberate manner. 

24. First of all he knows the capabilities of his car; he will not drive 
fast until he is familiar with its behaviour and he wiII never demand 
more of it than h~ knows he can get. 

25. The changing conditions of the road surface will never escape 
his attention, and he will drive his car in such a way that he makes 
full use of acceleration where the surface is in good condition and 
eases his speed in the bad places. '" 

26. His approach to bends and corners will be perfect demonstrations 
of every feature of the System of Car Control, and his teclmique of 
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Acceleration sense applied to overtaking 

FIGURE 18 FIGURE 19 FIGURE 20 
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acceleration will reveal a perfect timing of the application of the 
correct degree of acceleration as his car commences, traverses and 
leaves its curved path. The car will enter the curve at a safe speed, 
the engine pulling the load, and as the view of the road out of the 
hazard opens up and the steering is straightened, he increases 
acceleration. So the car has entered the hazard at a slow or moderate 
speed according to. the severity of the bend, and has left it by firm 
and safe acceleration. The driver's continued aim has been to main
tain tyre adhesion to the road surface under the adverse conditions 
of a bend, coupled with brisk movement of the car by a careful 
balance of acceleration and steering. 

27. Finally, the driver will realise that acceleration properly used 
can be a contributing factor to his safety in certain hazardous or 
dangerous situations. For it is possible to accelerate out of danger, 
as wen as to brake. Braking sometimes results in stopping right in 
the path of approaching danger. 

28. Drivers of cars fitted with certain types of automatic transmission 
should remember that there may be little braking power from the 
engine when pressure on the accelerator pedal is released. This will 
have an effect on the extent to which acceleration sense can be 
employed. Whenever conditions indicate that. frequent variations of 
throttle position will occur and a lower gear would normally have 
been engaged, use can be made of any device that is fitted to enable 
the lower gear to be engaged with full braking effect from the engine. 
In the following paragraphs on 'Braking' the importance of this 
characteristic of cars fitted with automatic transmission will be 
understood and must be considered when these paragraphs are being 
studied and their teaching applied. 

Braking 

29. There are two normal methods by which the speed of motor 
vehicles may be reduced: (a) by the deceleration of the engine as the 
pressure all the accelerator pedal is relaxed, and (b) by the application 
of the brakes. 

30. It will be appreciated that the previous discussion on acceleration 
did, to some extent, deal with the loss of road speed brought ~bout 
by normal deceleration. When pressure on the accelerator pedlll is 
relaxed the engine will slow down due to the compression in the 
cylinders, and this slowing down will be transmitted to the driving 
wheels. Thus the engine is acting as a brake on the speed of the car. 
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Braking-weight thrown forward 

FIGURE 21 

31. This method of reducing speed will be smooth and gradual; it 
will have little detrimental effect on the grip of the tyres on the road, 
and unnecessary wear and heating of the brakes will be avoided. 
The loss of road speed by engine deceleration will be more pro
nounced when a low gear is engaged. This wilt be valuable when 
driving on slippery roads where normal braking wouJd be likely to 
lock the road wheels and cause skidding, or when making long 
descents in hilly country, when heavy continuous brake application 
would cause overheating of the brake shoes and drums. In these 
circumstances use can be made of any device fitted to cars with 
automatic transmission, permitting the engagement and holding of 
a lower gear with full engine braking. 

32. Generally, however, deceleration by using the engine is a lengthy 
process, and although effective use is made of it in the initial stage 
of every reduction of road speed, the ordinary road wheel brakes 
must be brought into action quite frequently. 

33. The elimination of unwanted road speed by the application of 
road wheel brakes can be one of the most difficult and hazardous 
controlling operations carried out by a driver. This is especially so 
when the brakes are applied at speed. 

34. Braking is hazardous because of the effect it has on the car. 
Figure 21 shows, to an exaggerated extent, the behaviour of amoving 
car under the influence of braking. The rear tends to lift, weight is 
thrown forward and downward on to the front wheels, and the 
resulting unequal distribution of weight D;lakes the steering heavier 
and reduces the general stability of the car, especially at the rear 
wheels. 
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3~. The dri~?r will read~ly observe that the conditions prevailing 
\~hen the cat IS under the lllffuencc of braking are a complete reversal 
?f the favourable conditions found when the car was under the 
Illtluence of acceleration. 

36. Tn order to .reduce as far as possible the difficulties and dis
~dva1:tages prevJOusly described, the driver must learn to apply 
Illtelhgently the following tllree rules for aU normal braking: 

(1) Brake o~ly. when t:aveHing straight, that is, not in a bend or 
when skidding. ThiS means you mllst brake in plenty of time 
for whatever hazard you are approaching. 

(2) Let your brake pressure vary with the condition of the road 
surr~ce. Choose a coarse, firm and dry section of road for firm 
~rakmg, and ease.off tht~ i,edal pressure for a loose or slippery 
lOad surface: . ThiS calls for continued observation of road 
surface conditions. 

(3) When desc~nding a steep winding hi[!, maintain firm braking 
on the straight stretches, and brake as lightly as possible in 
bends or corners. Remember the value of engaging a lower 
gear at an early stage in the descent. 

37. When braking, every eff~rt should be made to reduce speed as 
safely and smoothly as possible, thereby minimising the wear and 
tear to the. car generally and the generation of heat at the brake 
drums or diSCS. 

~8. The foot-brake pedal is 0l?erated with the ball of the right foot, 
a~~ the heel cann?t act as a PlVot for the foot in the same way as it 
diu when controllll1g the accelerator pedal. 

39. The initial e.ffort required to move the brake pedal will be greater 
than that reqUIred to move the accelerator. However with tI 
modern trend towards servo assistance, the pressure req~ired is le~~ 
than that needed t.o operate a manual system. The first part of the 
pedal movement WIll merely take up the free movement of the bra kin 
system. Then the ?rake s~oes or pads will make contact with th~ 
brake drums. or diSCS, whIch are revolving with the road wheels. 
Normally, .thls c.ontact should be made 'as lightly as possible)' and 
ol1ceestablIshed It ~hOllld be made harder, as necessary by increased 
pres~ure 011 the pedal. Servo assistance, does not '~lter braking 
effiCiency but l11ake~ the application e~sier. 

" , 
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40. The pressure on the brake pedal should be eased off' gradually 
as the unwanted road spe~d is lost, so that as the car comes to rest it 
glides to a stop on an even keel, entirely without jerk or settling 
down suddenly at the rear end. 

41. Progressive brake application is superior to sudden hard appli
cation; all late heavy braking should be confined to thc rare occasions 
when an emergency stop is needed. The good driver should estimate 
the distance he requires to stop, or slow down appreciably, from all 
road speeds, and he will commence his braking in time to reduce 
speed with safety and smoothness. Again, the driver is advised to 
judge the effect of his effort on the brake pedal by the variation in 
the speed of the vehicle. 

The Brake Test under RUllning Conditions 

42. The driver's attention is drawn to the necessity for checking the 
operation of the hand- and foot-brake controls on first entering the 
car. 

43. Assuming these tests prove satisfactory, the driver should, as 
soon as possible after getting the car moving on the road, test the 
brakes under running conditions. This test is to show him the manner 
in which the vehicle responds to normal braking; it is a test of firm 
progressive braking, but not a crash stop to lock the road wheels. 

44. The method of testing is as follows. If possible, choose a level 
stretch of road with a good surface; then, whilst travelling at 30 m.p.h. 
in top gear, apply the brakes with medium initial firmness and then 
progressively harder, so that the vehicle loses road speed rapidly 
without locking any road wheels. During the test, due regard must 
be given to the safety and convenience of other road users. 

45. 'The result of the test should show that the vehicle can be pulled 
lip all a straight course without swerving or lurching to either side. 
There should be no tendency for any wheel to lock; the best braking 
is obtained when the wheels are just revolving. 

46. The information· given in the foregoing paragraphs on reducing 
road speed may be consolidated in the driver's mind by the following 
example. Imagine driving at speed along a fast main road with a 
good view ahead, and approaching a road junction where a 90 degree 
left-hand turn will be made. 

------_. ~--- '--~--. 
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til) The driver must OBSERVE the following features as early as 
possible: . 

(1) The road junction layout, which is a hazard. 

(2) The condition of the road surface as it opens up ahead. 

(3) :rhe other tra~~ ahead ~nd to the rear; and possible changes 
m traffic condItIOns durmg the approach. 

(b) The driver must DECIDE: 

(1) To select the best course, bearing in mind that he will be 
braking very firmly. 

(2) The approximate speed at which he will turn the corner. 

(3) Where he will commence braking to bring his existing speed 
down to that which he estimated would be suitable for 
turning the corner. 

(c) The driver will comply with the following requirements in his 
MAN1PULATION OF CONTROLS: 

(1) The car must be travelling as straight as possible during 
braking. 

(2) The initial brake application will be as light as possible. 

(3) Brake pressure will then be increased as necessary. 

(4) During the period affirm braking considerable heat may be 
generated at the brake drums, and it will be beneficial from 
time !o t.ime ~o relax t~e pedal pressure momentarily, re
~pplymg 1t delIcately, Th1S method will be profitable especially 
If the road tends to be slippery. (In this connection it should 
be borne in mind that, if the ~ar has been driven through 
~ools. of water, the operation of the brakes may have been 
ImpaIred through water seeping on to them.) . 

(5) The ~peed. will be ~ed~ced to that decided at (b) (2), when 
brakmg wIll cease m tIme for the remaining features of the 
System of Car Control to be considered before the turn is 
made. 

This example is similar to but more detailed in the matter of 
braking than those given in Chapter 2~ para. 18, Where the System 
of Car Control was discussed. 

~ I 
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Steering 

47. One of the main requirements in the proper control of a motor 
car is to ensure that it is always in the right place on the ~oa~, 
whatever the circumstances. Obviously this is done by the dnve: s 
ability to steer accurately and safely. In order that he, ~ay do thi,s, 
the steering and suspension must be in good condl1ton and, m 
addition, the tyre treads and air pressures must be correct. 

4~. The driver should realise that different makes of cars have 
steering characteristics wllich are peculiar to themseJves, ,Hence, 
drivers ~.re heard to remark that a car's steering is heavy ~r ~Ight, or 
that it is high- or low-geared, In an~ case t~ese,charactenstlcs hav,e 
their advantages and disadvantages m certam Clr?Umstances, ~nd I: 
is the driver'S duty to recognise eiellt an,d adapt hlmsel~ accordmgJy , 
this particularly applies to cars flW:d With power steerIng. 

49. Power steering is a method of giving assistance to the driver by 
hydraulic pressure from an engine:dri~en pu:UP, Therefore,. ~o 
assistance is available unless the engme IS runllIng, but when It IS, 

the driver can, by exerting pressure on the steering v:heel of between 
5lbs. and 10 Ibs., turn the wheel from lock to lock With extreme ease, 
even when stationary. This last practice causes undue stress and 
strain on tyres, steering, linkage and suspension and is deprecate~. 
A light movement by the driver is accentuated by ~he ,hydraulIc 
assistance and care must be taken to prevent the apphcatlOn of too 
much ste~ring or over correction, as there is a slight loss of' feel' 

by the driver, 

50. Good road observation is necessary so that the driver may s~e 
road traffic conditions all round the vehicle; then he may pla~e his 
car in the best position available to him, subject to the adVICe m the 
Highway Code and this Manual. 

51. A modern car in good order will keep to a straight course ~n a 
straight and level road with little or no steering control by the dnver. 
Since, however, modern roads are not level but have a camber, a 
car being driven on the nearside of the road tend~ to. run,down. the 
camber towards the nearside, or towards the offSide If bemg ~nvel1 
on the offside of the road, This tendency can be overcome eaSily by 
the minimum of steering control. 

52. The driver will find that a motor vehicle moving on a. ~traight 
course will be travelling under the roost favoura?l~ condltIo.ns so 
far as directional control is concerned. As soon as It 1S moved mto a 
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curved path, the stability of the vehicle deteriorates and control 
becomes more difficult. The driver should therefore aim to make all 
deviations from the straight course as gradually and smoothly as 
possible, ~void~ng any ~teering movement of a sudden or jerky 
nature wl:lch Will be detrImental to the grip of the tyres on the road. 

~3. Steer!n.g success or failure originates in the driver's deportment 
m the dnVl?g seat. He should be seated in an upright position; not 
taut or stramed, yet not too relaxed or seated primarily for comfort. 
The seating position advised will be found advantageous when the 
car is skiddi~g or cornering, for in these circumstances the body is 
apt to roll WIth the alteration of weight distribution and the steering 
wheel n:ay be move.d unintentionally. Some additional support may 
be obtamed by bracmg the left leg from a flfm position taken with the 
left foot on the floorboards. 

54. The normal basic position of the hands on the wheel on a straight 
road should approximate to the hands on a clock at the time of 
ten minutes to two. It will enable him to effect any emergency move
ment of the wheel which may be demanded and his arms and elbows 
will have freedom for all necessary arm m~vements. 
55: !v10vements of the arms to control the steering wheel will 
ongmate where the upper arm joins the shoulder the wrists and 
elbow joints acting as sllock absorbers. The grip ~f the hands on 
the wheel rim should normally be light, with a readiness at all times 
to tighten if necessary. A tight grip continuously maintained can 
make for rough movements of the w.heel, which are seldom necessary. 
The fingers should fold round the rim in a natural manner' such 
mannerisms as the palm of the hand holding the wheel with fingers 
outstretched or the fidgeting of the hands on the wheel should be 
avoided. Remember also that the wheel is provided for the driver to 
steer with and not as a support for his arms, The driver is advised 
that .th~ move~ent of his hands often reflect his state of mind, they 
can mdlcat~ hiS confidence, or lack of it, to the critic. . 

56. On the average private car al1normal deviations from the 
straight course can be made by following the under-mentioned 
guiding principles: 

(1) The ~and on that side of the wheel corresponding to the turn 
to be made should pull down on the wheel from a high position, 

(2) Th~ other han? should ~llow the wheel rim to slide through it 
or, If the turn IS severe, It may drop to a low position ready to 
push upwards if necessary. 
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57. Such hand and arm movements alternately pulling down and 
pushing up may have to be repeated jf the turn to be made is of a 
sharp 'hairpin' nature or if the car has particularly low-geared 
steering. 

58. Having turned the car sufficiently, it must be straightened again 
or it will continue in a circular path. Accordingly, the steering wheel 
should be fed back by hand movements similar to those in para. 56, 
but in the reverse direction. The steering on most cars has an auto
matic self-straightening action; on some, this may be quite powerfuL 
and restraint will have to be exercised on the wheel to prevent the 
car straightening up too soon. 

59. By the methods in paras. 56-58 steering into a turn and out again 
will be accomplished either slowly or quickly according to the road 
speed but in any case smoothly and progressively. 

60. The driver should note, from the description of the position of 
the hands and their movements on the steering wheel, that each 
hand keeps to its own side of the wheel. Never, when the car is being 
driven forward, should either hand pass the 12 o'clock position. 

STEERING WHEN REVERS1NG 

61. When reversing, the driver must turn his head to look over hi.s 
right or left shoulder, and the basic hand-hold on the wheel must be 
at the top of the wheel near the 12 o'clock position. When he looks 
over his right shoulder his left hand should take this position, and 
when he looks over his left shoulder his right hand shbuld be so 
placed. The steering wheel may then be turned either to left or right. 
During this procedure the free hand may adopt a low position 
approximating to four or eight o'clock as the case may be, either with 
a loose hold allowing the wheel to slide through it, or to hold the 
wheel in position whilst a new grip is taken at the top. 

Five Rules for Steering and Steering Faults 

62. (1) Your right elbow must not rest on the top of the offside 
door or window frame. This attitude restricts the use of the arm. 

(2) Your hands must be placed on the wheel so that you are able 
to exert maximum leverage, if necessary. 

(3) On a straight road your hands should settle in the effective 
position (ten to two), not gripping tightly but being ready to do so. 

(4) Normally you should tighten the grip when cornering and 
braking. both hands holding the wheel during these operations. 
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(5) Do not tighten the gri h 
it may tend to roughen you/~~ en o~ a gfreasy or slippery road; 
skidding. vemen S 0 the Wheel, so inducing 

63. The following common steering faults should be avoided. 

(a) Allowing the hands to dro do ' . . 
half of the steering wheel. p wn to a POSItIOn in the lower 

(b) AllOWing the hands to fid 
wheel. get or move tl1111ecessarily on the 

(c) Removing either hand from tl h 
periods When gear changing. le W eel for unnecessarily long 

(d) Removing both hands from the wheel. 

(e) Gripping the wheel too tightly. 

(f) Turning in a given direction too 1 '. . .. 
turn for too long. This often re muc 1 or n;tamtal~mg a gIven 
driver, in the car describin cr a ' sults~ es~eclaU~ Wltll a novice 

• <> • weavmg , erratic course. 
(g) ~rYl1lg to fix the position of the c· I,,' . 

SIghting one point on the c .t[ 011 t le. 1 ocld by contmuously 
layout. NOTE: This is a use~t~ wlr h a JPecmI feature ~n the road 
very slOWly in a confined space p oce, ure when 1110vmg the car 

, ,e.g., III a garage. 
(h) Making sharp deviations out of.' , 

(i.e., cutting out or cutting in wl'Q or mto, ~ stralg~lt course 
slow-moving vehicles or other Ob~~~I~~~~~a)~mg statlOnary or 

(i) Failing to allow sufficient safl t· . 
overtaking other vehicles or ~~ ~aJ'f.m on the near~ide When 
clearaI~ce has been found to be as IUC 1011S: ~OTE: SIX ~eet of 
space IS available Th' d' t ~ood malgm of safety If such 
f . IS IS ·ance IS given only 'd 
requentlya driver will have to d 'd . as a gUI e, as 

safety in the light of prevailing c~~~i~i~:/ SUitable margin of 

64. The driver should bear in . d . . 
produce conditions which will mill k that ~thet' ?flvmg faults will 
Important of these are: ma e steenng dIfficult. The most 

E 

(a) Poor road observation. 

(b) Enteri~g bends and corners too fast. 

(0) Braking in bends and corners. 

I 
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65. The importance of a driver's ability to concentrate and react 
quickly to emergencies and changing road conditions cannot be 
overstressed, especially with regard to steering. One of the evasive 
actions often demanded to avoid an accident situation is an alteration 

of direction at short notice, 
66. The main features of this section are illustrated in Figure 22, 
which shows a sharp bend, normally cambered; there is no obstruc
tion of view or other traffic, but the road surface conditions present 
the greatest difficulty because they are wet, dry, greasy and dry again, 
The figure is self-explanatory, and the driver should note the course 
as the car approaches and leaves the bend, and the braking and 
acceleration values on the different conditions of road surface. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Cornering, Skidding, Gear Changing 

Object of C/zapter . 

1. The object of this chapter is to make the driver cOlwersant with 
the theory of cornering, skidding and gear changing, A good under~ 
standing of the theory will help him, but practice alone will enable 
him to reach the desired standard of car control. 

2. When a car is travelling on a curved path, for example, when 
negotiating a comer or bend, it is subjected to forces which tend to 
prevent it following the course directed by the driver. In these 
circumstances its road holding qualities are put to the test and it 
earns the reputation in the opinion of its driver of being a good, bRd 

or indifferent road holder. 

3. The road holding qualities of a CRr are largely in the hands of the 
designers and manufacturers. They construct vehic1es of different 
types to give various performances, and it is dangerous and quite 
unfair for a driver to expect from a vehicle a standard of performance 
for which. it was never designed. The driver is therefore advised to 
take an interest in vehicle design and performance so that his driving 
methods will reflect a sympathetic understanding of the character-

istics of the vehicle he is driving. 

Vehicle Roadwortlziness 

4. Before discussing the action of driving round a corner or bend 
the roadwo1'thiness of the vehicle must be recognised as a matter of 
great importance. The condition of the steering, suspension, shock 
absorbers, tyres and tyre pressures, and the loading of the vehicle, 
will each have a far reaching effect on its behaviour on corners and 
bends. The driver's main responsibility is in relation to tyre main
tenance. He can exercise some control over tyre conditions and 
pressures and on the loading of the vehicle, but the other matters 
arc usually in the care of garage workshop staffs. 
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The Behaviour of a Car wlien Cornenilg 

5. The problem of driving a car tl solved by the method of C llfough a curved path is mainly 
curve with safety and 011 tl:~roac l~rThe car cannot negotiate the 
tyres retain an efficient grip o~~se lrected by the driver unless the 
motion under proper contro~n e :?ad, The whole time a car is in 
contact with the road and "~ pOI hOll of the tyre tread is in direct 
of that portion of the tY;'e' l~~at~~~rtY' tthhe1'e should be no movement 

, 0 e road surface. 

6. When a car is driven round a co ' ' 
the amount of which is controlled b rn~r eel.tam forces are set up, 
overcome the grip of the tvres on tl y t 1e dnver, and these tend to 
(he significance of these t-;"ce b le fo

a
.
d

. The driver \",iIl appreciate 
tw t h ' s y relerrng to Figu 23 hi ., 

o par s, t e lower showing th l' re, w ell IS III 
hand corner and the upper sho'l .e p an vIew of a car turning a left
the same situation. ),ling a rear end elevation of the car in 

7. The plan view shows three ar1' 1 I ' 
which represent powers' actin tl .O\\S, ettered A', 'B' and' C' 
car, The arrow' A' represent; tlllOUgh the centre of gravity of th~ 
proportional to the car's w~igh~e ;~mentum of the car, which is 
momentum will therefore be created ~1 tlsp~e~, The amount of the 
of the car's speed. The direction of y 10 flver tJ~rough his control 
the turn to be made In ordet' t t momentum WIlt be opposed to 
t . ' Ollrn the corne tI l' 

s. cermg wheel and directs the fr t fl· r 1e c nver turns the 
tIOna] control is shown on th £ion 0 t 1e car to the left; this direc-
b' t' e gure by the arro ' B' T 

ma.lOn of the forces' A' and' B ' d' . C w . he com-
a circular path which by tl ' lrects the course of the car into 
ontward pull which i~ knO\:~ :ass ~e,i?ht of the car, creates an 
figure by the arrow' C '. cen n ugal force, shown on the 

8. The grip of the tyres on the road mllS 
the necessary inward pull on tl t be capable of exercising 
under the effect of centrifugal t~r~:rl~? prev~nt it slipp.ing outwards 
follow the curved path dir ct db' h

the ~np d~es thIS the car will 
outwards across the road. e e y t e dnver; If not, it will slide 

9. To summarise these conditions: 
(1) The driver controls the amount f approach to the corner. 0 momentum by his speed of 

(2) He tUl'l1S the car into a circular ath b ,. ' 
. (3) Centrifugal force is thus cre~te p . y hIS ,dlrectional control. 

wards into a skid if the iyres .. d, whICh WIll pull the car out
inward and opposing pull. ate unable to exert the necessary 

I 

1 

I 



A. Momentum 
B. Directional Control 
C. Centrifugal Force 

\ ~ 
B. A. 

Cornering forces 

FIGURE 23 
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10. The upper part of Figure 23, giving the rear end elevation, shows 
the behaviour of the car through the vertical axis when it is turning 
left. As the car turns, the weight tends to build up on the outside 
wheels, causing the car to heel over. Soft sprung cars, or those with 
a high centre of gravity, will tend to heel over more than others. 
In any case, the tyre pressures will be important for, under pressure, 
tyre walls become excessively flexed, resulting in tyre distortion, 

_ which will accentuate the heeling over effect and reduce the power 
," of the tyres to resist centrifugal force. 

_ 11. Whilst considering the behaviour of the car about its vertical 
axis during cornering, it is well to consider what happens if brakes 
are appJied in the corner. As stated above, when the car turns, the 
weight distributi'Jll builds up on the outside wheels. When brakes 
are applied it IS found that weight is thrown forward. It therefore 
follows that, when brakes are applied in a corner, the outside front 
wheel will be bearing a considerable weight, with the car tending to 
pivot on it. Obviously a car under such stress will be more difficult 
to handle. 

The Road Camber or Cross/all ' 

12. The camber or crossfall of the road will also have a bearing on 
the effect of centrifugal force. A normal camber dropping from the 
crown of the road to the kerb will prove favourable on left-hand 
bends and unfavourable on right-hand bends, for the obvious reason 
that a car slides more easily downhill. Some corners and bends 
however are' super-elevated, that is, the whole width of the road is 
constructed with a banking in such a way that the cross fall will be 
favourable to the passage of a car round the bend in either direction. 

The System of Car Control for Corners alld Bends 

13. In order to put to good use the information on cornering 
contained in the foregoing paragraphs, it is essential that the driver's 
observation on every corner he has to negotiate shall be of. the 
highest order. His judgment (which will improve with experience) 
wiiI lead him to apply correct valu~s in his controlling actions on 
the car. He must recognise every corner as a hazard and ~nsider 
each feature of the System of Car Control at the approach to it. 
On a car fitted with automatic transmission which has a device 
permitting the manual selection of a lower gear and the locking of 
the transmission in that gear, this device can be operated if it is 
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considered that u. gear lowel' than top is required for the negouation 
of this type of hazard. 

14. All comers or bends demand the applicat.ion of the following 
pdnciples: 

(i) Con'eet POSiti0l1h1g of the elll' on the approach side, (Course 
selected,) . 

(ii) Right choice of speed. (MilT()l'S, Sign.nls find Bnt1ce~.) 
(ill) Con'cel gent' for the speed, (Gen r,) 
(iv) Car to take the cornel' llndel' the in(1uence of progressive 

llccolcmtion whenever possible'-'-llot rolling !'ound while 
deeelel'(lting or being wrenched round with the brakes on, 

By the application of these prinoiples the rollowinS safety i'actors 
willl)e nppnl'cnt as the caris abo'ut to leave the bend or cornel': 

(n) It wil\ be Ql\ the correct side of the road, 

(ll) It will be able to rell1!\in there, 
(c) It will be able to stop in the digtnncc the drivel' cnn see to be 

cleat' of other trame, 

Skldding 

15. In the ftrst part of 1his chapter cornering was discussed, and the 
grip of the tyres on the road was found to bc essential If a cal' is to 
negotiate corners and bends with safety. It is noW proposed to 
investigate whnt happens it', 111lforluna lely, the gl'ip of the tyres fails 
and a skid occurs, 

16. EverY driver of a motor vehicle on the public highwny should 
aim to drive m)d cont\'ol his mnchine in such tt way that skidding 
never occurs. This is not nlways possible whetl the roads are covered 
with ice or frozen snoW, or during bad weather, but it i$ safe to 
affirm llmt ll1ttny accidents Wllich nre allegcd to have been due to 
skidding in ordinary wct weather would never have occurred if the 
drivers had had a better l1ndcl'stllnding ot' the CULIses of skidding and 
nbettel' control over their vehicles when in a skid, 

17. Preventing, causing and controlling skidding arc practical 
elements in the driving of a motor cur, and an hour's practice on n 
skid pan or on a slippery private road will be more valuable than 
many hours of talking 01' n:ading on the subject. It is possible, 
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however, to give some ndvice til . . . 
help the practiclLI eO'ort. on le t l.cory oj the subject which will 

18. Skidding may be defined n~ follow!l: 
II/Pol/llllm') , 1/10)'1'1/1£'111 0/ lite cal' due I ' ' 

I'O(/(/ bl'('om/ng less lli(lI, a jiJI'C(! I' fl ' ',0 t 1(' /Jllp oj rlil' fYI'o.\' Oil til(' 
1I'0rd,\' a ('(/I' skl',!.\' whell Ollt! 0/' II~O ,/1 ~(:~, (~c:lI!g 0;' fhe cal', III of/wI' 
PilI'I:' Nl/lill)! aCfion, I 1\ /1£ C/,I ,.1/(1£' /lIst emf of hGl'/lIg (I 

The driver ShO~lld examinc lI' I r " 
forces which might act on thel~ <,e IllljllOn a,l~d, considel' the kind of 
mny be cl'ented, l\t flll{, mOle .tmpol'tant, how they 

19. Any drivel' wll(l has expericnc I, 'k'L '( , 
eh!tnging eithe)' his speed' Qt' his ~r,:l t"- I( ,WI I !'c~ltse that he WItS 
skid (/cwlopeci, From this it.' . lICC,'O~ )1111~ledt.n.telY before the 
by nccelemting, braking or Ch:~;'~i~~~~~:,l:~tL·SkJd,dll:g dS llslIaJly cau,sed 
as to crente forectl more powerful thn~ t;~~l ~~ SUb denly or forCibly 
and the rond, . gllp etween the lyres 

20, Figlll'e 24 shows the 1)ln 1 '. r ' VI y? Y3 ('Il
r

[ y~ '[I 't '.t VICW () It cnr, The lOlli' arrows, lette.red 
, . _, .. ' ,~ . Lt, 1 ~18 t'ue the V'l "0 f' ' 

tnnte direction of opemtion which ~~ 1 ~s Olec; and thell' iLPPI:oxi. 
Y 1 llnd Y2 nrc the sid. n e contt oJ led by tile drtver, 
right Y3' , , :' ewnys forces, caused by turning to the left or 
rond' w';e~fs ,\ ~rStn~~llltllg 10.l'ec}cl.lus.ed br bmking ane! lockitig the 

..., I., 1e nect! oral/on lorce ea' I 
Obviously H drivel' C'\I\ crcale ()' . b' . ,LISlIlg W lcel spin, 
1 ' v ',. com matton or these 1'0' I 
)1 [\~Ing 01' accelerating whilst the ,.'. I.' .' . . ICCS)Y '. . C,)J IS (e~Cl tbmg a curved path. 

YI. 

n, Y4. 

Y2. 
Forces acting on a car in molion 

FIGUI{U 24 
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21. All these forces will be operating on the car from time to time 
whilst it is in motion. The important thing to remember is that the 
driver must not allow them to become so powerful as to overcomc 
the grip of his t)'res on the road. The Transport and Road Re
search Laboratory conduct experiments on the grip value of different 
types of road surface. For this purpose they use special apparatus 
which records in graph form a value which they call the Sideway Force 
Co-efficient. From the driver's point of view (which is more practical 
than scientific) the most important fact revealed by these experiments 
is that the grip of a tyre on a road surface is relative to the speed of the 
vehicle along that surface. Almost every kind of surface has a good 
grip value when speed is kept low in the region of 5 m.p.h., but as 
speed increases (and the maximum test speed is 30 m.p.h.) the grip 
value falls rapidly on some surfaces, notably wood blocks and smooth 
asphalt. Macadam and concrete surfaces, however, show up very 
well as speed increases. 

TO MINIMISE THE RISK OF SKIDDING 

22. The importance of good tyre treads and correct tyre pressures 
has already been stressed. Any neglect of these will increase the risk 
of skidding when driving on slippery roads. 

23. Every driver should keep a good look out for sections of road 
surface which are soiled. To realise that the surface is slippery only 
when the vehicle is running over it is too late. Every driver should be 
able to recognise ahead of his vehicle the following road surface 
conditions (the list is not exhaustive): 

(a) Patches of oil or grease at cab ranks and public service vehicle 
stopping places. 

(b) Sections of road presenting smooth surfaces caused by wear 
and impregnation with rubber, dust and oil at the approach 
to cross-roads, corners and bends. 

(c) Unfavourable cambers at corners and bends. 

(d) Loose dust or gravel. 

(e) Patches of frost, ice or hard-packed frozen snow, especially on 
gradients and bends in suburban and country districts. 

(f) Sunken gullies, man~holes, etc. 

24. When such conditions are encountered speed must be reduced. 
The smoothest control over speed in these conditions will be obtained 

-, 
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tllfough the accelerator p daI rhi h . 
engine and, of course th:t of ~h c WIll regulate the speed of the 
mission. Braking if u~ed d e rfad ,:"hcels through the trans
be effected with ;uch sm;o~~e:;~n~ t~r~~10ns tlo the steering, must 
the road is not impaired. e Icacy t lat tyre adhesion to 

SKID PAN 

25. The ideal type of skid' .. 
different types of road surfa~:nI~s one compnsmg an area laid with 
Ollt into various straight secti~ns ~~~u~~O~eldc~palblde of being marked 

I InC. U e several corners. 

CAUSES OF SKIDDING 

26. To learn to control a skid th d' 
caused. It may be caused by the f~U nv~r ml~st lleam ,how ski~ding is 

owmg, smg y or III comblllation' 
(a) Excessive speed, which is a basic' cause. . 

(b) Coars~ steering in relation to a speed which in itself' t 
exceSSIve. . .. IS no 

(c) Harsh acceleration. 

(d) Excessive or sudden braking. 

CORRECTING A SKm 

27. The first requirement for correcti ' k' . . 

~~~a~?o:;~c~f~~~e c~~e i~e~atjolls tran~!i~t:d l~olSt~~ ~~~~r I~y t~h: 
These sensations should ~eea;i Yk stage~ of the skid's development. 
prevailing at the moment of skj;d.e~ WIth the manner of control 

Ill<=>. 

SENSATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SKIDDING 

28. Rear Wheel Ski I A' h . 
(a), (b) and (0) in ~~ra ~~ar '!" eel SkId c~used by combinations of 
hUman bod rodu . gIves a sensatton of unbalance to the 
vertical axis: fhe n~:!a~Yfe~leo~'~l~ endea~our~ng to turn about its 
e~treme lightness) the car tends to t e st~ermj .I~ replac~d by one of 
Will tend to turn com lete urn roa SI e and, If unchecked, 
in para. 26 produc p. 'llY round .. A rear wheel skid caused by (d) 
the desired loss of :~a~~.pleaerdsdensatlOnSt) bkut with the addition that 

oes not a e place. 
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I 
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29. Front Wheel Skid.-,-When .this occurs, usually on a cornel r hor 

bend the sensation is that of complete loss of steering contro , t e 
vehidle going straight ahead instead of following. the course of ~he 
deflected front wheels. The cause undoubtedly anses from excessJVe 
speed and/or excessive or sudden braking. 

30. FOllr-Wheel Skid.-A four-wheel skid caused by Cd) in para. 26 
will produce a sensation of i?creased sp~ed rather than of the 
desired loss of it, and the car Will tend to slide forward. 

31. Guiding Principles Jor Correcting Skiddillg.-Imu;ediately .the 
sensation of skidding is felt, it is imperative that t~le d~lver exercises 
a controlling influence over the vehicle or the skid. WIll devel~p. to 
alarming proportions. The following notes are given as gll1dtng 
principles, but practice in the art is essential. 

32. (\) Rear Wheel Skid caused by (a), (b) or (c) in para. 26. 
Eliminate the calIse by removing pressure on the accelera~or ped~1. 
At the same moment turn the front wheels Ir: TO the skid-or,. m 
other words if the rear of the car swings to the nght, turn tl:e steenng 
wheel to th~ right until stabilisation is achieved; similarly, If the ~'ear 
of the car swings to the left, steer in that direction. The~ steer mto 
the desired course and apply gentle acceleration. Excess1ve ~r pro~ 
longed steering correction should be avoided, or another skid may 
be induced in the opposite direction. 

(2) Front Wheel Skid caused by (a) or (d) in para. 26. Eliminate 
the cause by removing the pressure Oll the accelerator pedal or brake 
pedal and, at the same moment, straighten the front wheels. 

(3) FOU1'~Wheel Skid caused b.y Cd) in para. ~6. Eliminate the c~use 
immediately by stopping braklllg momentanly to a~I~'Y the lOad 
wheels to rotate. Then re-apply brakes with a delicate l~lttal pressure 
whicll may be increased gradually, so as to avoid lockmg the wheels 

again. 

CONCf.,USIONS ON SKIDD1NG 

33. Every experienced driver knows, and every. learner .driver will 
:find by experience, that concentration and qUlc1< ~'eactlOn ?la~ u 
highlY important part in driving on slippery roads Without sklddmg. 
If a skid does occur, these same human qualities will be indispel~sable 
in the correction and control of the car. It has been preVIOusly 
mentioned and is here stressed again, that the best control over the 
speed of ~ car on a slippery road is throtlgh the accelerator pedal. 
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This is only possible t1u'ough the clutch and a suitable gear ratio. 
So the driver is advised that, when controlling a skid on an average 
private car, it is generally best to leave the clutch engaged. If speed 
is excessive, normal braking is not advised, but if a lower gear is 
within road speed range a quick change down may be effected to 
reduce road speed. In this case, when the lower gear is engaged, great 
care must be taken to ensure smooth transmission of engine power 
through the clutch to the road wheels. On cars fitted with automatic 
transmission recourse should never be made to the use of the' kick
down' method of engaging a lower gear as this will certainly induce 
wheel spin and cause a skid. Instead, the device for manually engaging 
and holding a lower gear ShOllld be used. 

The instruction on skidding is given for three reasons: 

(1) To raise the standard of driving to the highest degree of aU-
round efficiency; 

(2) To give confidence in driving under any conditions; and 

(3) To equip the driver to meet any emergency which might arise. 

n must be clearly understood that in no circumstances should 
skidding be practised on a public road. 

34. The following paragraphs apply mainly to gear changing 011 a 
car fitted with a conventional manually operated gearbox. Gear 
changing on a car fi'tted with automatic transmission will normally 
occur according to the speed of the tar and the throttle position, so 
that wear and tear is reduced to the minimum and there is always 
sufficient power being devetoped by the engine. There·are circum
stances when over-riding manual control is desirable, and these are 
dealt with under the appropriate subject headings in the Manual. 

Gear Changing 

35. One of the most admirable qualities to be found in the good 
driver is ability to make the best use of the gear ratios of the car he 
is driving. Gear changing in itself is not a difficult operation. On 
most modern cars easy gear change devices automatically smooth 
out the difficulties which were experienced by drivers of the earlier 
cars which were fitted with plain' crash' gearboxes. 

36. Notwithstanding the modern gear change devices, it is still 
considered beneficial that the driver should use the double de
clutching method of chU11ging gear. 

.\ 

r 
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37. The following paragraphs aim to improve the driver's knowledge 
and judgment of the correct use of the gears available to him on the 
average car fitted with a four-speed gearbox. To this end he must 
have a good knowledge of the main components of the gearbox and 
their function when the accelerator, clutch or gear lever is moved. 

38. It is through the gearbox that the power of the engine is trans
mitted to the road wheels. The power available is limited and is 
proportional to the t.p.m. of the engine:Therefore different gears 
are used to make it possible for the engine to maintain r.p.m. and 
perform the work necessary to move the car from stationary, 
accelerate, decelerate and travel along the road, up and down hill, 
at any safe speed up to the car's maximum. 

MOVING FROM STATIONARY AND CHANGING UP 

39. A car may be put into motion smoothly and its speed increased 
progressively without undue stress on the engine or transmission if 
the gearbox is properly used. The following procedure should 
therefore be followed: 

(1) Get the car rolling in first gear to overcome its inertia, then 
change up to second gear. 

(2) Accelerate in second gear, then change into third gear. 

(3) Accelerate ill third gear, then change into top gear. 

By this method the speed of the car will be increased smoothly, 
and briskly if necessary, and maximum road speed may be acbieved 
as quickly as possible if this is desired. Care must be taken not to 
, over-rev' in an intermediate gear. 

CHANGING DOWN 
> 

40. From the previous paragraph it is obvious that as speed increases 
to a certain limit in each gear so a change up is effected; on the other 
hand, when a car's speed is reduced, by the severity of a gradient OJ: 
because it must slow down on account of traffic conditions~ a lower 
gear must be selected to supply the power required either to climb 
the hill or to effect the smooth turning effort which is necessary for 
slow progress in traffic. 

41. Ability in jUdging when to change down to a lower gear is a 
very practical part of the training of a drivel.'. 

\ 
\ , 
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42. Occasions for a change to a lower gear may be recognised in the 
following signs and symptoms: 

(a) A loss of road speed coupled with a reduction of engine r. p.m. 
and loss of reserve of power. 

(b) The increasing difficulty of road conditions observed ahead 
such as the severity of a gradient, the slow movement of traffi~ 
proceeding ahead, or the approach to a hazard. 

43. The selection of a suitable lower gear at the correct time will 
p.rovide the advantages which are desirable in the following road 
CIrcumstances. 

(a) On an up gradient, to maintain the power to climb the hill 
without undue loss of speed or engine r.p.m. 

(b) At the approach to a hazard, to enable the driver to accelerate 
out of the hazard jf this is safe, or to stop more readily if 
necessary. 

(c) When travelling at low speeds or when in doubt about traffic 
conditions ahead, to provide the reserve of power and flexi
bility to accelerate or decelerate by control through the 
accelerator pedal. 

(d) On a slippery road, when the use of engine compression to 
lose speed is safer than braking, since the latter would be 
liable to cause skidding. ' 

(e) On a steep down gradient, to control speed with engine 
compression, thereby avoiding long periods of hard braking. 

In the conditions descdbed in this paragraph on a car fitted with 
automatic transmission which has a device for manually selecting 
and holding a lower gear, this can be used to achieve the desired 
control. 

44. No matter how well a driver may handle a car, his ability to use 
the gearbox properly will do much to 'make or mar his driving. The 
first-class driver should aim always: 

(a) To be in the correct gear for every road speed and traffic 
condition. ' ., 

(b) To make all gear changes quietly. 

(c) Mter selecting the gear, to connect the engine power to the 
transmission without jerk or jar to the machine. . 
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(d) To be capable of engaging a particular gear without first using 
an intermediate gear. 

(e) To know the approximate max.imum road speed of the car he 
is driving in the intermediate gears. 

(f) To avoid changing gear when alongside a vehicle it is over-
taking (both hands should remain on the steering wheel). 

45. To satisfy these requirements the dri:ver should endeavour to 
improve his ability to judge road speed without reference to the 
speedometer and to judge engine r.p.m. by sound in each gear at 
various speeds. He should pay great attention to the details of the 
precise maniplliation of the accelerator, clutch and gear lever. If at 
first he is not as successful as he expects to be, he should take frequent 
spells of practice, concentrating on gear changing alone. 

CONCLUSIONS ON GEAR CHANGING 

46. Car sympathy is a quality to be admired in any driver. It is 
shown in many ways, not the least of which is the manipulation of 
the gear changing controls and the r.p.m. used in :.lllY gear. 

47. The handling of the average car engine can be heard and felt, 
and the knowledge gained by the combined use of these senses should 
enable the driver to drive his car with that delicacy and smoothness, 
sometimes called' polish " which is so much admired amongst keen 
motorists. 

48. Some common faults when changing gear with a conventional 
mamml1y operated gearbox, and in its kindred operations, are set 
out below: 

(1) Failure to appreciate the basic working principles of the main 
components of the gearbox, i.e. main-shaft and lay-shaft, and 
their behaviour under various running conditions. 

(2) Inability to recognise the sound of engine speed, and the 
correct relationship between it and the road speed of the car. 

(3) Failure to assess road speed correctly before selecting a 
particular gear. The commonest error is that of trying to 
engage second gear at too high a speed. 

(4) Failure to take a proper grip on the gear lever when moving 
it from one position to another. This is the root of many gear 
changing. difficulties. 

----I -
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(5) Lack of precise co-ordination between foot and hand move
ments to effect a clean, smooth gear change. 

(6) Late gear changing, or entire failure to change down, at the 
approach to a hazard when the road speed and conditions 
demand a lower gear. 

(7) Fai1~re ,t? recognise the ~ound o,f the engine when 'over
revvmg m a low gear. ThIS fault IS often associated with the 
act of overtaking. . 

(8) Timidity and reluctance to attempt necessary changes down 
to low gears after previous unsuccessful attempts. 

49. SOI?e. common faults when driving cars fitted with automatic 
transmISSIOn are set out below: 

F 

(1) Engaging' D ' with a high revving engine, the foot not being 
clear of the accelerator pedal. . 

(2) Attempting to ' kick-down ' on approach to hl;lzards with the 
result that the car is travelling too fast, making it necessary to 
apply secondary and often harsh braking. 

(3) Engaging' L ' at too high a road speed. 

(4) Moving the selector to ' N ' when making temporary stops in 
traffic and then engaging 'D ' with the foot not clear of the 
accelerator pedal. 

(5) Braking with ~he left foot when stopping, the driver being 
used to depressmg the clutch when stopping with a conventi0nal 
gearbox. 

(6) ~~t ~aintaining pressure on the accelerator pedal after 
kickmg-down' when overtaking, resulting in top gear bein<> 

engaged before the overtaking has been completed. "" 

(7) Enga~ing 'L' when accelerating from stationary and then 
engagmg , D ' at 30 m.p.h. Th.is is a bad fault and puts un
necessary stress on the transmission. 

(8) On the type of transmission which has a 9uadrant 
'L.D.N.R:P.', engaging 'V and accelerating to maximum speed 
then movmg the selector to ' D ' and overshooting into ' N ' 
and then ~ack to ' D ' with maximum engine revolutions. This 
causes serIOUS damage to the front clutch transmission. 



CHAPTER 7 

The Use of Speed 

1. In tIns age, speed of movement has be~o~e an importa~t factor 
in our daily lives. Designers of cars are paymg more attentIOn each 
year to acceleration. They recog~ise quite rightly th~t there is ~afety 
in the ability to accelerate rapIdly. At the same. tIme capac~t~ to 
maintain high road speeds takes a forward place III modern deSIgn, 
particularly in' view of the introduction of special roads for fast 
traffic. 

2. Speed is frequently 10~ked up?n as something dangerous in itself, 
but it is dangerous only If used 111 the wrong place or at the wrong 
time. It does, however, impose a heavy responsibility on the shoulders 
of the motorist. He is in control of machinery which can be as lethal 
as a loaded firearm if it is not handled with the utmost care and 
common sense. His speed must at all times be adjusted to suit the 
prevailing circumstances, including weather, road, traffic and other 
conditions. 

3. Statutory restrictions on speed with reference to area an.d classes 
of vehicles have been applied for the preservati.on of public safety. 
Their value in that cause has already been demonstrated, but 
statutory limits are not in themselves sufficient. Many ins~an.ces of 
dangerous or careless driving occur at speeds below those limits. 

4. It is a driver's duty-with his own knowledge of the saf~ 1!se of 
speed-to guard carefully against dan~erous and care:ess dr~V1ng at 
low speeds as well as lngh, remembenng that speed IS relatIve and 
that at one timc and place a Ingher speed may be safe and a lower 
speed dangerous, but a short distance farther on that situation may 
be reversed. 

5. His own ability to drive at speed with safety depends initially 
upon a sound knowledge and practic~l application of ~he pr~ncipIes 
set out in earlier chapters, in partIcular those dealmg WIth the 
System of Car Control, road observation and the proper use of the 
horn. His mental alertness must never flag. He must be ready for 
any emergency and able to sense hidden danger. Physical fitness, 
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moreover, is all important if mental concentration is to be kept at 
the high pitch needed for fast driving. 

6. The effect of speed on vision has been dealt with in a previous 
chapter, but the subject being closely related to the proper use of 
speed, needs further mention here. Travelling slowly, a driver's 
attention is directed to things in the immediate foreground, and at 
speed to more distant tlllngs. His eyes automatically vary their focus 
according to his speed. 

7. For example, an object at the side of the road will automatically 
be noted by a driver travelling at a slow speed, but not at 50 or 60 
miles an hour, because objects in the foreground then become 
blurred or are not seen at all. This is explained by the fact that the' 
eyes have increased their range and become focused on more sharply 
defined things further ahead. Vision is; so to Bpeak, channelled in 
much the same way as it is through binoculars. 

8. At speed, features of a cottage ill the distance (ivy covered, 
gabled windows, etc.) are plainly discerned. The driver has the, 
illusion that the cottage is travelling towards him and as he nears it 
his speed of approach quickens, until at the last moment it flashes 
past and no detail of it can be distinguished. At this stage the eyes 
have no time to focus themselves on the neal' objects winch, in any 
case, are at an oblique angle to the driver's vision. Quite definitely, 
therefore, the farther away an object is when one is travelling at 
speed, the easier it is to focus one's vision on it. 

9. The same principle accounts for the illusion that OIle is travelling 
faster along a narrow road than along a wide one. A speed of 
30 m.p.h. along a country lane with bordering hedges will seem 
faster than 50 m.p.h. on, say, a dual carriageway. This is explained 
by the fact that the hedges in the lane are close to the car and are, 
in consequence, difficult to focus, apart from which the reverberation 
of noise due to the shut-in nature of the road adds to the impression 
of speed. On 1110torways, dual curriageways and other fast trunk 
roads, however, the boundaries are more distant from the carriage
way with intervening stretches of grass. Thus, the nearest objects, 
being some distance away, can be more easily focused and are too 
remote to reflect the sounds made by the cal'. 

10. It must also be borne in mind that the senses may be deceived 
by vibration and judgment confused by noises within the car. Take 
as a very simple example the contrast between driving a car with a 
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noisy engine, rattling windows, etc., and one of quality. With the 
former one gets the impression that it is travelling faster than its 
true speed and witl~ the other that its speed is slower than it reaUy 
is. In consequence, the driver of the quieter vehicle. before changing 
course into a side road, will find himself approaching the corner 
much faster than he estimates. 

11. Again, the bumpiness, lurching and swaying of a badly sprung 
car inducing general discomfort to the 09cupants, gives them the 
impression of high speed. 

12. So, too, witll night driving the apparent speed is greater than 
the actual. A speed of, say, 30 m.p.h. seems faster thall the same 
speed in daylight. One must remember that there is a limit to the 
range with.in which one's headlamps can illuminate forward points 
sufficiently to bring them clearly within one's vision and it is a 
maxim that a driver's speed should, always be such that he can pull 
up within that range, i.e., a distance within which he has a clear 
field of vision. 

13. Physical endurance is an important factor in fast driving. 
However Ht a driver may be he is bound to undergo severe mental 
and physical strain when maintaining high speeds over considerable 
distances, frequently over unfamiliar roads. He must concentrate 
the whole time and be ever alert for the em~rgency, It is inevitable, 
therefore, that he will experience a feeling of fatigue accompanied' 
by eye strain, and when this occurs he WOll1d be wise to hand over 
the wheel to a colleague or at least to Rtop for a ' breather'. Fatigue 
increases the risk of accidents. 

14. If called on to drive a strange car a driver should realise that he 
cannot with saf\!ty drive it as fast as one to which he is accustomed. 
However comfortable he may feel in the driving seat, his controlling 
movements, particularly in an emergency, will be noticeably slower 
and even prone to misjudgment if the controls (bruke and gear 
levers, etc.) are slightly differently placed. Its road htJlding, accelera
ting and braking powers may be different. The driver's view to th.e 
rear may be more restricted. AU these things must be borne in mind 
when at the wheel of a strange car. 

15. Efficiency in driving at speed is not easlly acquired. (t needs 
study thrQughout one's driving life. When circumstances make it 
necessary to drive at high speed it is of vital importance to remember 
and put into practice aU that has been set out earlier in this Manual 
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about concentration, steering, braking, cornering, etc. At 30 m.p.h. 
a minor driving error can probably be rectified. At 70 m.p.h. ~he 
same error can have disastrous consequences. 

16. To sum up: 

(1) Don't drive at high speeds unless it is safe to do so: 

(2) Don't relax for an instant. Use aU your skill and power of 
concentration. 

(3) Always drive so that you can pull up withiu' the range of your 
vision whether by day or by night. -

(4) Remember if you double your speed you quadruple your 
braking distance. 

(5) Don't be misled as to your speed by noises (within or outside 
the car) or vibration. 

(6) Put into practice all the principles covered in earlier chapters. 

(7) Guard against fatigue. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Motorway Driving 
Object of Chapter 

1, The object of this chapter is to ensure that the driver realises that 
motorways are different from normal roads, but by keeping to the 
principles laid down in previous chapters he will be able to ensurc 
the high degree of safety, which is of paramount importance, having 
regard to the high speeds encountered on motorways. 

2. The design and purpose of motorways is to provide a safe and 
unhindered passage along main transport routes. They provide an 
opportunity to maintain higher average speeds than (.In normal roads. 
This is achieved by eliminating or reducing the more usual sources 
of danger, such as two-way traffic, cross-traffic, traffic lights, and 
also prohibiting certain classes of road user. 

3. Motorways in themselves vary in design, some sections h~.ving 
three-lane carriageways, whereas others have only two lanes. Each 
carriageway is separated by a central reservation of varying wid.ths 
and make-up-some incorporating crash barriers, mesh fencing or 
planted hedgerows. On the nearside of each carriageway is an easily 
distinguishable hard shoulder for use in an emergency or breakdown. 

Elltering the ]vEotor\vGY 

4. Before entcring the motorway the driVer should have particular 
regard to the fitness of his vehicle and himself, as dealt with in 
previous chapters. Any failure on his part in this respect may lead to 
vehicle breakdown, driver fatigue, and the possibility of an accident. 

S. The approach roads to any motorway are clearly marked with 
the distinctive blue signs, and it is essential that the correct carriage
way is entered. Know where you are going and at what point you 
should leave the motorway in order to reach yOll!' intended destina
tion. 

6. Traffic will always join a motorway from a slip road on the left. 
A slip road has two lanes, but the driver should avoid being in the 
lane adjacent to the motorway when reaching the motorway proper, 
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because the accekratiou'lane on the left of the motorway has rOOm 
for only one line of traffic. FuJI use·of the acceleration lane should 
be made by the driver in varying the speed of. his vehicle so that he 
can merge safely with traffic already using the motorway. 

7. It must be clearly understood that a driver sltould be prepared 
to give way, and jf necessary stop, on the acceleration lane, if he 
cannot merge safely without impeding traffic already using the 
motorway. After entering the left-hand lane, the driver should 
accustom himself to road and traffic conditions before he considers 
using the road to full advantage. 

On the Motol'lI'ay 

8. Having considered and appreciated the road surface, weather and 
traffic conditions, together with the type of vehicle being used, the 
driver should decide upon a speed weU within the capabilities of his 
car, himself, any speed limits and prevailing traffic conditions. He 
should aim at a fairly constant speed, bearing in mind that an 
occasional variation may be beneficial both to the driver and the 
vehicle. 

9. Monotony in motorway driving can be exaggerated by keeping 
the engine noise or vehicle speed at too steady a pitch. This will cauSe 
a constant drumming noise, which can induce an effect of hypnosis, 
with the attendant inability to react with the necessary precision in 
an emergency. 

10. It has been found beneficial to close the windows of the car when 
joining the motorway to reduce both noise and drag. Hand signals 
at speed are unnecessary and dangerous. However, adequate ventila
tion is essential to avoid drowsiness and fatigue; these are real 
sources of danger in motorway driving. 

11. It will be found that a horn warning as such, when given at high 
speeds, is generally ineffective. In view ofthi8 most car manufacturers 
are now incorporating a switch, within easy reach of the driver, 
which operates the main beam of the headlights. This can be used 
to good effect to Warn other motorists about to be overtaken. It 
sho'uld be given sufficiently early for the other driver to be able to 
react to the signal. 

12. It can be stressed here that care should be taken to avoid ex
cessive flashing; this could create an impression of aggressiveness 
to vehicles being overtaken and it could also dazzle oncoming traffic. 
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13. When considering a suitable speed thought should be given to 
the type and condition of the tyres fitted to the car, including their 
pressures. The possibility of tyre failure should be constantly borne 
in mind when travelling at sustained high speeds. A careful and 
continual check must be kept on all instruments and gauges to ensure 
correct functioning of all engine parts and auxiliary equipment. In 
addition, a check should be made of the windscreen wipers and 
washers, if fitted, to ensure they are working correctly. Mud and 
spray is frequently thrown up by other vehicles using the motorway 
and if not removed this dirt can seriollsly affect visibility. Opportunity 
should be taken at suitable intervals to clean the headlights. Mud 
and spray will build up 011 these and reduce their effectiveness. 

14. A dangerous situation can often develop on a motorway when 
vehicles bunch closely together travel1i:lg at the same speed. Care 
should be exercised when this is encountered, and it is advisable to 
hold well back until the situation resolves itself and the overtaking 
manccuvre can be carried out with perfect safety. 

15. Danger can arise when catching up with ,t group of slower 
moving vellicles, which themselves are closing on each other. Here 
again it is as well to hold back and let the other traffic sort itself out 
before overtaking. If this is overlooked one can easily find oneself 
alongside a vehicle which is in tne act of pulling out, often without 
any signal, and being forced off the road. 

l6. The advice given in the Highway Code in relation to lane 
discipline 11111st be strictly adhered to. It is important to stress the 
need to keep to the proper driving lane, keeping a frequent check 
on the driving mirror so that when any variance of speed or lane is 
contemplated the state of following traffic is known and appreciated. 

17. An adequate distance should always be kept between a vehicle 
and the one in front, bearing in mind the braking distances generally 
accepted, and how these can be affected by adverse road conditions, 
such as heavy rain, snow or ice, etc. It is possible, of course, that on 
a long distance journey on a motorway, when there is little or no 
need to apply the brakes. there could be a seepage of water into the 
brake linings, and care should be taken to te~t them occasionally 
when using the motorway in this type of weather to avoid failure 
in ~n emergency. 

18. Because of the higher average speeds used and encountered on 
motorways, it is necessary to look as far ahead as possible so that 
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any necessary deviation in course can be made in good time. A 
constant watc~ shoul~ be kept on the tdad surface for any obstruction 
or other mate!lal.whlch may have fallen from other vehicles. Various 
types of debns WIll be encountered, and striking any object at speed 
can cause damage to tyres and other vehicle parts. 

I? Emergency tl'~ffic signs should be strictly complied with. The 
SJg~s are placed WIth road safety in mind, and when seen a definite 
easmg ,of speed is necessary so that the driver can get a clear and 
early vIew of the hazard he is approaching. 

~O'. Any deviation in cOl';fse should be signalled well in advance and, 
n It can be safely carned out, commenced early a.nd continued 
gradu~lly. An early signal and gradual deviation will allow time for 
followm~ tra!TIc to ~espond to the changing situation or, alternatively, 
for a. dnve~ 1l1tendmg such a movement, to leave hims,elf time and 
suffiCIent dIstance to revert to his previous course, should something 
untoward develop. 

21. Speed should be increased when overtaking to enable the 
ma~reuvr~ to .be carried out as quickly and safely as possible. Signal 
the mtentlOn If necessary, and position well beforehand to achieve a 
view past the vehicle/s to be overtaken. 

Weather Conditions 

22. :Veather conditions have a direct bearing on visibility and road 
ho.ldmg. It cannot be stressed too strongly that one should always 
dnve so that one can stop in the distance seen to be clear of other 
traffic. In fog and heavy rain when visibility is reduced, speed must 
also bc reduced drastically to keep within the bounds of safety. 

23. Heavy rain lying on the road surface is a fUl'ther hazard when 
driving at speed. It builds up in the form of a wedge between the 
t~res and the road surface, and the wheels cease revolving and instead 
~hde over the watelY surface. Tlus is termed' aqlla-planing '. Whel~ 
It happens, complete loss of control is rapid and, to combat it, speed 
must be reduced to enable the tyres to re-establish their grip on tbe 
road. 

24. The design of motorways is such that they are often on a higher 
level than the surrounding countryside. In consequence they are 
more pro~e to the ~ffects of hi?h winds. These are often apparent 
when leaVlllg a cuttmgor entermg (~r emerging from under bridges 
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and going iuto open country. Ou windy days care should br.. takell 
when overtaking largo heavy vehicles; these tend to nct as wind
breaks and one is likely to encounter a heavy buffeting on clearing 
the front or the vehiclc. 

25. Never stop on the 1110torway proper, unless you are obliged to 
in an emergency or breakdown, but if you have to do so, every effort 
should be made to get the car off the carriagcway as quickly as 
possible. NOTl">: The starter motor of the car, together with a suitably 
low geal', can be used for this purpose. 

Night Driving 

26. It is perhaps opportune to bring to mind again Chapter 4, 
paras. 43. to 46, which refer to night driving, having particular regard 
to dazzle. Beclluse of their construction, it is possible to have a 
considerable stretch of straight road, and the conscquence of this is 
that drivers can be dazzled or can cause dazzle for a long period. 
Avoid dazzling others and, if subjected to it, slow down so that you 
are able to stop in the distance you can see to be clear, in this case 
the range of your headlights. Do not drive on when blinded by on
coming traffic. It is far better to train your eyes to look to the left of 
the lights rather than straight at them. 

Leavillg the Molorway 

27. Signs are placed at one mile and half-mile intervals in advance 
of the exit point of motorways. A system of chevron indicators at 
300-, 200- and lOa-yard intervals gives warning of the deceleration 
lane. 

28. Watch for the signs warning you of the approach of your point 
of exit when you wish to leave the motorway at an intermediate exit 
point. Get into the left-hand lane in plenty of time, remain in it, 
and give a left-hand trafficator not later than the 300-yard chevron 
post. Enter the deceleration lane and use this lane to lose any un
wanted road speed. 

29. If you miss your exit point you must continue along the motor~ 
way until the next one. 

J 
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After Leaving the lIf%l'way 

30. Wh~: y.ou leave. t!le motorway, remember to adjust your driving 
to th.e dlfienng c0!l~lttons of the ordinary road system. After a period 
of 11Igh speed dnvmg a speed of 40 m.p.h. may appear almost a 
crawl. Even the most experienced driver will need to check his 
speedometer to becomcaware of his true speed. IT IS VERY 

NECESSARY TO REMIND ONESELF THAT ONE WILL BE MEETING 
TWO-WAY TRAF.FIC. 
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